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Researchers are in the business of having good ideas. Of course, not every idea we ever have is a good idea, so we rely on experiments to find out how good an idea really is. Unfortunately, because experiments are expensive—they usually take considerable time and effort—we can only afford to experiment with our “more promising” ideas. This is a problem, because the only way to really know if an idea is promising or not is to experiment with it in the first place! It follows that new ideas and technologies that enable researchers to experiment more quickly and easily can have a huge impact on the rate of progress of any given scientific discipline.

This dissertation focuses on experimentation in computer science. In particular, I will show that new programming languages and constructs designed specifically to support experimentation can substantially simplify the jobs of researchers and programmers alike.

I present work that addresses two very different kinds of experimentation. The first aims to help programming language researchers experiment with their ideas, by mak-
ing it easier for them to prototype new programming languages and extensions to existing languages. The other investigates experimentation as a programming paradigm, by enabling programs themselves to experiment with different actions and possibilities—in other words, it is an attempt to provide language support for what if...? or possible worlds reasoning.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

“Every great idea is on the verge of being stupid.”

— Michel Gondry, Filmmaker

Researchers are in the business of having good ideas. Of course, not every idea we ever have is a good idea, so we rely on experiments to find out how good an idea really is. Unfortunately, because experiments are expensive—they usually take considerable time and effort—we can only afford to experiment with our “more promising” ideas. This is a problem, because the only way to really know if an idea is promising or not is to experiment with it in the first place! It follows that new ideas and technologies that enable researchers to experiment more quickly and easily can have a huge impact on the rate of progress of any given scientific discipline.

This dissertation focuses on experimentation in computer science. In particular, I will show that new programming languages and constructs designed specifically to support experimentation can substantially simplify the jobs of researchers and programmers alike.

The work presented here addresses two very different kinds of experimentation. The first aims to help programming language researchers experiment with their ideas, by making it easier for them to prototype new programming languages and extensions to existing languages. The other investigates experimentation as a programming
paradigm, by enabling programs themselves to experiment with different actions and possibilities—in other words, it is an attempt to provide language support for what if...? or possible worlds reasoning.

In the remainder of this chapter, I describe the goals of each of these projects in more detail (Sections 1.1 and 1.2), and outline the rest of the dissertation (Section 1.3).

### 1.1 OMeta: Experimenting with Language Design

All languages are equally powerful in the sense of being Turing equivalent, but that’s not the sense of the word programmers care about. (No one wants to program a Turing machine.) The kind of power programmers care about may not be formally definable, but one way to explain it would be to say that it refers to features you could only get in the less powerful language by writing an interpreter for the more powerful language in it. If language A has an operator for removing spaces from strings and language B doesn’t, that probably doesn’t make A more powerful, because you can probably write a subroutine to do it in B. But if A supports, say, recursion, and B doesn’t, that’s not likely to be something you can fix by writing library functions.

— Paul Graham, in “Beating the Averages” [Gra03]

Programming language researchers are always looking for ways to put more expressive power in the hands of programmers. They do this by inventing new forms of abstraction, e.g., encapsulation and extensibility mechanisms, control structures, and type systems. While, computationally speaking, none of these constructs actually makes a programming language more powerful, they allow programmers to abstract away from uninteresting details and concentrate on the problem at hand. This in
turn makes programmers themselves more powerful, i.e., more productive and able to tackle more complex problems.

These abstractions, each with its own syntax and semantics, make up the user interface that a programmer uses to control the computer. Note that a good semantics is seldom effective on its own; in order to be truly helpful to programmers, it must be provided in a graceful form that is convenient to use. For example, consider a library that provides the semantics of classes and messaging to C programs. Using this abstraction to build object-oriented applications would be burdensome and error-prone, since its implementation details would be exposed (much like all the knobs and buttons of an over-complicated user interface). Also, as Paul Graham notes, there are times when it is not possible for the programmer to implement the desired semantics as a library. Programming language researchers usually avoid these problems by implementing new abstractions as extensions to existing programming languages.

But building language extensions is not an easy task. Traditionally, a programming language is implemented using a number of different tools, like lex [LS90], yacc [Joh79], and the visitor design pattern [GHJ95]. While each of these tools simplifies a single part of the implementation, their combination makes the task of extending the implementation as a whole difficult because each part must be extended in a different way. To make matters worse, some of these tools—e.g., lex and yacc—do not even provide extensibility mechanisms, which forces the implementor of a language extension to duplicate code from the base implementation and modify it in-place. This in turn results in code bloat and a versioning problem, since subsequent changes/improvements to the base language will not carry over to the extension. All of these complications make it difficult for researchers to experiment with new ideas, which slows down the rate of innovation in programming languages.

An equally serious problem is the inflexibility of traditional programming lan-
guages, which force programmers to cope with a fixed set of abstractions. Many applications would be substantially easier to write and to maintain if only programmers were able to extend a programming language with their own application-specific constructs.

My language OMeta was designed to make it easier for researchers and programmers alike to provide useful abstractions in forms that are convenient to use. OMeta’s key insight is the realization that all of the passes in a traditional compiler are essentially pattern matching operations:

- a lexical analyzer finds patterns in a stream of characters to produce a stream of tokens;
- a parser matches a stream of tokens against a grammar (which itself is a collection of productions, or patterns) to produce abstract syntax trees (ASTs);
- a typechecker pattern-matches on ASTs to produce ASTs annotated with types;
- more generally, visitors pattern-match on ASTs to produce other ASTs;
- finally, a (naive) code generator pattern-matches on ASTs to produce code.

By extending Parsing Expression Grammars (PEGs) [For04] with support for pattern matching on arbitrary datatypes, left recursion, and parameterized and higher-order rules, OMeta gives programmers a natural and convenient way to implement parsers, visitors, and tree transformers, all of which can be extended in interesting ways using familiar object-oriented mechanisms. This makes OMeta particularly well-suited as a tool for building language implementations and extensions.

As an example, in just a few hundred lines of OMeta I was able to implement a JavaScript compiler for the COLA platform [Piu06a]. Figure 1.1 shows a screenshot of Sun Microsystems’ Lively Kernel [Ing08] running on my JavaScript implementation.
Figure 1.1: An early version of Sun’s Lively Kernel running on a JavaScript implementation written in OMeta/COLA

Having a JavaScript compiler written in OMeta made it easy for me to experiment with a number of interesting language extensions, including the macro system that was used to implement TileScript, an end-user scripting language [WYO08].

Another example of OMeta’s suitability as a rapid prototyping tool is Toylog, a natural language front-end to Prolog designed to get children and teenagers interested in programming, shown in Figure 1.2. I wrote the Toylog parser in less than one hundred lines of OMeta, as an afternoon project. Toylog was recently used to teach a group of approximately one hundred high school students in Australia—hands-on, in a laboratory setting—where I am told it generated a lot of enthusiasm.

1.2 Worlds: Experimenting with Possibilities

We can think of a program as an agency set up to accomplish or reach one or more goals. For some goals—such as adding up numbers—there is a simple straight road in most programming languages. Other goals—such as finding the square root of a
number—will require some search, but can still be homed in on very effectively. For more complex goals—such as certain kinds of parsing, problem solving, and editing in a user interface—it may not be possible for the program to simply home in on the desired result; instead, it may need to experiment with multiple alternatives, sometimes making mistakes that require retraction in order to make fresh starts.

For some goals of this latter kind, it might be a good idea to use backtracking, as in Prolog (it would also be a good idea to automatically undo asserts that are backtracked over, which does not happen in Prolog). For problem solving on a larger scale, it might be a better ploy to use “possible worlds”, perhaps even parallel possible worlds that can report progress to a coordination agent that is trying to make choices about best paths. If the problem terrain is really rough and tricky—a veritable “elephant to blind men”—then we might want to use the metaphor of dispatching “scouts” (or “scientists”) with walkie-talkies who can simultaneously explore different
parts and intercommunicate to gradually build up a better model of the obstacles and the possible routes around them.

Unfortunately, the nature of state in traditional programming languages makes this “experimental” style of programming impractical. For example, because the state of a program is scattered around the computer’s memory in several kinds of data structures (e.g., arrays, objects, and activation records), it is both messy and difficult to undo the side effects of an action that has been performed by the program. Also, because there is only one “program state”, a program cannot explore multiple alternatives concurrently.

My approach to solving this problem was to introduce a new language construct that reifies the notion of program state as a first-class object. I call this construct a world. All computation takes place inside a world, which captures all of the side effects—changes to global, local, and instance variables, arrays, etc.—that happen inside it. Worlds provide multiple views on the state of a program, and mechanisms for interacting among these views. They subsume the mechanisms of backtracking, tentative evaluation, possible worlds, undo, and many similar control and state regimes. We shall see that while it is often convenient for programmers to use worlds directly, there are also cases where worlds are better suited as a kind of “semantic building block” for higher-level language constructs.

1.3 Statement of the Thesis and Organization of the Dissertation

The thesis of this dissertation is as follows:

*Programming languages and constructs designed specifically to support experimentation can substantially simplify the jobs of researchers and programmers alike.*
I support this thesis by developing programming language support for the two kinds of experimentation discussed earlier in this chapter.

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:

- Chapter 2 describes OMeta, its general-purpose pattern matching facilities and extensibility mechanisms, and shows how these can be used by researchers and programmers to experiment with language design ideas,

- Chapter 3 focuses on the mechanism I devised in order to support left recursion in my OMeta implementations,

- Chapter 4 introduces worlds and identifies a number of interesting idioms that are made possible by this new construct, and

- Chapter 5 concludes.
CHAPTER 2

OMeta: An Object-Oriented Language for Pattern-Matching

This chapter introduces a notion of general-purpose pattern matching and its instantiation in OMeta, an object-oriented language designed to make it easier for programming language researchers to experiment with their ideas. OMeta is based on a variant of Parsing Expression Grammars (PEGs) [For04]—a recognition-based foundation for describing syntax—which I have extended to support pattern matching on arbitrary datatypes. I show that OMeta’s general-purpose pattern matching facilities provide a natural and convenient way for programmers to implement tokenizers, parsers, visitors, and tree transformers, all of which can be extended in interesting ways using familiar object-oriented mechanisms. This makes OMeta particularly well-suited as a medium for experimenting with new designs for programming languages and extensions to existing languages.

2.1 Introduction

Many problems in computer science, especially in programming language implementation, involve some form of pattern matching. Lexical analysis, for example, consists of finding patterns in a stream of characters to produce a stream of tokens. Similarly, a parser matches a stream of tokens against a grammar—which itself is a collection of
rules, or patterns—to produce parse trees. Several other tasks, such as constant folding and naive code generation, can be implemented by pattern matching on parse trees.

Despite the fact that these are all instances of the same problem, most compiler writers use a different tool or technique (e.g., *lex*, *yacc*, and the *visitor design pattern* [GHJ95]) to implement each compilation phase. As a result, the skill of programming language implementation has a steep learning curve (because one must learn how to use a number of different tools) and is not widely understood.

Several popular programming languages—ML [MTM97], for instance—include support for pattern matching. But while ML-style pattern matching is suitable for processing structured data, it is not expressive enough on its own to support more complex pattern matching tasks such as lexical analysis and parsing.

Perhaps by providing programming language support for a more general form of pattern matching, many useful techniques such as parsing—a skill more or less exclusive to “programming languages people”—might become part of the skill-set of a much wider audience of programmers. (Consider how many Unix applications could be improved if suddenly their implementers had the ability to process more interesting configuration files!) This is not to say that general-purpose pattern matching is likely to subsume specialized tools such as parser generators; that would be difficult to do, especially in terms of performance. But as I will show with various examples, general-purpose pattern matching provides a natural and convenient way to implement tokenizers, parsers, visitors, and tree transformers, which makes it an unrivaled tool for rapid prototyping.

This work builds on Parsing Expression Grammars (PEGs) [For04], a recognition-based foundation for describing syntax, as a basis for general-purpose pattern matching, and makes the following technical contributions:

1. a generalization of PEGs that can operate on arbitrary datatypes—not just
streams of characters—and supports parameterized and higher-order rules (Section 2.2),

2. a simple yet powerful extensibility mechanism for PEGs (Section 2.3),

3. the design and implementation of **OMeta**, a programming language with convenient BNF-like syntax that embodies (1) and (2),

4. a series of examples that demonstrate how my general-purpose pattern matching facilities may be used in the domain of programming language implementation, and finally,

5. a formalism that describes the operational semantics of Core-OMeta, an extension to PEGs that supports OMeta-style pattern matching on arbitrary datatypes (Section 2.4).

The rest of this chapter explores my notion of general-purpose pattern matching in the context of OMeta.

### 2.2 OMeta: an extended PEG

An OMeta program is a Parsing Expression Grammar (PEG) [For04] that can make use of a number of extensions in order to operate on arbitrary datatypes. (PEGs are limited to processing streams of characters.) This section begins by introducing the features that OMeta and PEGs have in common, and then describes some of OMeta’s extensions to PEGs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>expression</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e_1 e_2$</td>
<td>sequencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_1 \mid e_2$</td>
<td>prioritized choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e^*$</td>
<td>zero or more repetitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e+$</td>
<td>one or more repetitions (not essential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(e)$</td>
<td>grouping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\neg e$</td>
<td>negation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;e</td>
<td>look-ahead (not essential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>rule application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'$x'$</td>
<td>matches the character x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Inductive definition of the language of parsing expressions ($e$, $e_1$, and $e_2$ are parsing expressions, and $r$ is a non-terminal)

```
ometa ExpRecognizer {
  dig = '0' | ... | '9',
neg num = dig+,  
fac = fac '*' num
  | fac '/' num
  | num,
exp = exp '+' fac
  | exp '-' fac
  | fac
}
```

Figure 2.1: A PEG that recognizes simple arithmetic expressions

### 2.2.1 PEGs, OMeta Style

PEGs are a recognition-based foundation for describing syntax. A PEG is a collection of rules of the form non-terminal → parsing-expression; the language of parsing expressions is shown in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.1 shows a PEG, written in OMeta syntax, that recognizes simple arithmetic expressions. In order to go beyond simply accepting or rejecting input—e.g., to turn our recognizer into a parser—the programmer must write semantic actions. These are specified using the $\rightarrow$ operator and written in OMeta’s host language, which is usually the language in which the OMeta implementation was written. Most of the ex-
amples in this chapter are written in OMeta/JS, my JavaScript-based implementation.¹

Using semantic actions, we can modify the definition of our recognizer’s exp rule to create parse tree nodes:

\[
\text{exp} = \text{exp}\cdot x + \text{fac}\cdot y \rightarrow ['\text{add}', x, y] \\
| \text{exp}\cdot x - \text{fac}\cdot y \rightarrow ['\text{sub}', x, y] \\
| \text{fac}
\]

In this example, we represent parse tree nodes as JavaScript arrays whose first element is a string that identifies a kind of node, e.g. `'add'`, and whose other elements are sub-trees, e.g., the two operands of an add expression. Note that the results of \text{exp} and \text{fac} are bound to identifiers using the : operator so that they can be referenced in the semantic actions. Also note that the last choice in this rule, \text{fac}, does not specify a semantic action. In the absence of a semantic action, the value returned by a rule upon a successful match is the result of the last expression evaluated. Hence

\[
\text{fac}
\]

is equivalent to

\[
\text{fac}\cdot x \rightarrow x
\]

A complete parser for our language of arithmetic expressions, in which the \text{fac} and \text{num} rules are also modified with semantic actions, is shown in Figure 2.2. In the \text{num} rule, the identifier \text{ds} is bound to an array of digits, which is converted to a string using \text{Array}’s \text{join} method, which in turn is converted to a number using the \text{parseInt} function. (\text{join} and \text{parseInt} are part of JavaScript’s standard library.)

OMeta has a single built-in rule from which every other rule is derived. The name of this rule is anything, and it consumes exactly one object from the input stream.

¹I have two other implementations: OMeta/Squeak, written in Squeak Smalltalk [IKM97], and OMeta/COLA, written in COLA [Piu06b]. All three of my OMeta implementations are available at http://www.tinlizzie.org/ometa/. There are also several third-party implementations available, based on a number of other languages including C#, Python, Scheme, Lisp, and Factor.
Figure 2.2: A parser for simple arithmetic expressions

Even the end rule, which detects the end of the input stream, is implemented in terms of anything:

```plaintext
end = ~anything
```

In other words, the parser has reached the end of the input stream if it is not able to consume another object. As noted by Ford, the negation operator (\(\sim\)) can also be used to provide unlimited look-ahead capability [For04]. For example, \(\sim\)exp ensures that an exp follows, but does not consume any input. This is in fact how OMeta’s look-ahead operator (\&\&) is implemented.

Like several other PEG implementations (e.g., Pappy [For02c]), OMeta also supports semantic predicates [PQ94], i.e., host language (boolean) expressions that are evaluated while pattern matching. In OMeta, semantic predicates are written using the \(?\) operator. For example, the following rule matches a digit:

```plaintext
digit = char:d ?(d >= '0' && d <= '9') -> d
```
2.2.2 PEG Extensions

2.2.2.1 Matching Objects

PEGs operate on streams of characters. OMeta, on the other hand, operates on streams of \textit{arbitrary host-language objects} (e.g., JavaScript objects). For this reason, it provides special syntax for matching common kinds of objects:

- strings, e.g., 'hello'
- numbers, e.g., 42
- lists, e.g., ['hello' 42 []]

Note that the patterns 'x' 'y' 'z' and 'xyz' are not equivalent: the former matches three string objects, whereas the latter matches a single string object.\(^2\) On the other hand, the patterns ['x' 'y' 'z'] and 'xyz' will both match the string 'xyz', because a string can always be viewed as a list of characters.

List patterns enable OMeta grammars to pattern-match on arbitrarily-structured data. A list pattern may contain a nested pattern, which itself may be any valid parsing expression (e.g., a sequence of patterns, another list pattern, etc.). In order for a list pattern \(p\) to match a value \(v\), two conditions must be met:

1. \(v\) must be a list, or list-like entity (e.g., a string), and
2. \(p\)'s nested pattern must match \textit{all} of the contents of \(v\).

The pattern [\textit{anything*}], for example, matches any list, whereas [] only matches empty lists.

\(^2\)In JavaScript, there is no such thing as a character datatype: the \(n^{th}\) element of a string is simply a string of length 1.
## Figure 2.3: Evaluating expressions

OMeta ExpEvaluator {
    eval = ['num' anything:x] -> x
    | ['add' eval:x eval:y] -> (x + y)
    | ['sub' eval:x eval:y] -> (x - y)
    | ['mul' eval:x eval:y] -> (x * y)
    | ['div' eval:x eval:y] -> (x / y)
}

Figure 2.3 shows a simple OMeta grammar that uses list patterns to evaluate the parse trees generated by the ExpParser (shown in Figure 2.2). Feeding the parse tree

```plaintext
['mul', ['num', 6],
 ['add', ['num', 4], ['num', 3]]
```

to our grammar’s eval rule produces the result 42.

Similarly, we can write an OMeta grammar that translates our parse trees to JavaScript code that, when evaluated, will yield the desired result (see Figure 2.4). This technique, known as source-to-source compilation, is used in most OMeta-based language implementations.

This extension to PEGs, which enables OMeta grammars to operate on structured as well as unstructured data, is formalized in Section 2.4.

Figure 2.4: “Compiling” expressions to JavaScript
2.2.2.2 Left Recursion

To avoid ambiguities that arise from using a non-deterministic choice operator (the kind of choice found in context-free grammars), PEGs only support prioritized choice. In other words, choices are always evaluated in order. As a result, there is no such thing as an ambiguous PEG, and their behavior is easy to understand.

Unfortunately, this semantics precludes the use of left recursion in PEGs. As an example, consider the following rule, taken from the expression parser shown in Figure 2.2:

\[
\text{fac} = \text{fac}:x \ '('* \ num:y \to \ ['mul', x, y] \\
| \text{fac}:x \ '/\ num:y \to \ ['div', x, y] \\
| \text{num},
\]

Note that the first choice in \text{fac} begins with an application of \text{fac} itself. Because the choice operator in PEGs tries each alternative in order, this recursion will never terminate: an application of \text{fac} will result in another application of \text{fac} without consuming any input, which in turn will result in yet another application of \text{fac}, and so on. The base case (\text{num}) will never be used.

We could re-order the alternatives so that \text{num} comes first, but to no avail. Since all valid factors begin with a number, the left-recursive alternatives would never be used, and \text{fac} would only parse a single number.

A slightly better alternative would be to rewrite \text{fac} to be right-recursive. However, this would result in right-associative parse trees, which is a problem because the multiplication operator is supposed to be left-associative.

Our last resort is to rewrite \text{fac} using the repetition operator (*) instead of left recursion. But in order to generate properly left-associative parse trees, we need somewhat complicated semantic actions,
which makes this significantly less readable than the original left-recursive version. (The “decidedly imperative” version of the \texttt{fac} rule shown above uses OMeta’s iteration operator (*) as a kind of loop construct, and a semantic action to update the x variable, which holds the parse tree, each time a new part of the expression is recognized.)

OMeta avoids these issues by extending PEGs with support for left recursion. While this does not make OMeta more powerful than PEGs, it does make it easier for programmers to express certain rules. This in turn increases OMeta’s usefulness as a rapid prototyping tool. Details on how left recursion is supported in my OMeta implementations can be found in Chapter 3.

\subsection*{2.2.2.3 Parameterized Rules}

OMeta’s rules, unlike those in PEGs, may take any number of arguments. This feature can be used to implement a lot of functionality that would otherwise have to be built into the language. As an example, consider regular-expression-style \textit{character classes}, which traditional PEG implementations support in order to spare programmers from the tedious and error-prone job of writing rules such as

\begin{verbatim}
lowerCase = 'a' | 'b' | 'c' | 'd' | 'e' | 'f' | 'g' | 'h' | 'i'
   | 'j' | 'k' | 'l' | 'm' | 'n' | 'o' | 'p' | 'q' | 'r'
   | 's' | 't' | 'u' | 'v' | 'w' | 'x' | 'y' | 'z'
\end{verbatim}

and instead allow them to write the more convenient

\begin{verbatim}
lowerCase = [a-z]
\end{verbatim}

Using \textit{parameterized rules}, i.e., rules with arguments, OMeta programmers can
eq = '=' -> {kind: '=', value: '='},
num = digit+:ds -> {kind: 'num', value: parseInt(ds.join(''))},
id = letter+:ls -> {kind: 'id', value: ls.join('')},

scanner = space* (eq | num | id),
token :k = scanner:t ?(t.kind == k) -> t.value,
assign = token('id') token('=' ) token('num')

Figure 2.5: Combining scannerless and “scannerful” parsing with parameterized rules

write

    charRange : x : y = char:c ?(x <= c && c <= y) -> c

which is almost as convenient to use as character classes, e.g.,

    lowerCase = charRange('a', 'z')

but much more flexible because it is defined by the programmer.

Hybrid “Scannerful” and Scannerless Parsing

The combination of parameterized rules and semantic predicates can be used to support a hybrid of (traditional) “scannerful” and scannerless parsing [SC89, Vis97], as shown in Figure 2.5:

- The scanner rule is essentially a lexical analyzer, i.e., it consumes the next token from the input stream. It represents a token as an object that contains two properties: its kind (e.g., 'num', if it is a number), and its value (e.g., 123).

- The token rule, which takes a kind of token as an argument, retrieves the next token (using the scanner rule), and, if it is the right kind of token, returns its associated value.

- The assign rule defines the syntax of an assignment as an identifier token followed by an equal sign token and a number token.
I have found this idiom to be less error-prone than scannerless parsing (the only kind supported by PEGs), and yet just as expressive since each rule may access the character stream directly if desired.

To make this idiom more convenient to use, OMeta supports a syntactic sugar for invoking a user-defined rule called token, i.e., token(’=’) can be written as "/=". This is effectively a kind of Meta-Object Protocol (MOP) [KRB91] that enables programmers to define the semantics of "\ldots". Using this syntactic sugar can result in remarkably readable rules. For example, with an implementation of token similar to the one in Figure 2.5, we could write:

\[
\text{condStmt} = \text{"if } \text{" (" expr: c " )" stmt: tb \ "else\" stmt: fb -> ...}
\]

The Parser grammar, which is part OMeta’s “standard library”, provides a default implementation of token that skips any number of spaces and then tries to match the characters that make up the string that it receives as an argument.

**Pattern Matching on Rule Arguments**

OMeta’s parameterized rules can also pattern-match on their arguments. In fact,

\[
\text{charRange} : x : y = ... \\
\]

is actually shorthand for

\[
\text{charRange} \ \text{anything:x anything:y} = ... \\
\]

which means that \(x\) and \(y\) can be any kind of object.

This mechanism can be used to validate the arguments that are passed to a rule. For example, the following version of charRange ensures that both of its arguments are characters:

\[
\text{charRange char:x char:y} = ... \\
\]
Also, because any pattern (not just rule applications) can be used on the left-hand side of a rule, OMeta naturally supports the inductive style used to define functions in languages like Haskell and ML:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fact } 0 &= \rightarrow 1, \\
\text{fact } n = \text{fact}(n - 1) : m &\rightarrow (n \ast m)
\end{align*}
\]

(When a rule has multiple definitions, as in the example above, each definition is tried in order until the first one succeeds.)

### 2.2.2.4 Higher-Order Rules

OMeta also provides a mechanism for implementing higher-order rules, i.e., rules that take other rules as arguments. This is supported by the `apply` rule, which takes as an argument the name of a rule, and invokes it. In other words, `apply('expr')` is equivalent to `expr`.

As an example, the rule

\[
\text{list0f} : p = \text{apply}(p) (""," \text{apply}(p))^
\]

can be used to recognize both comma-delimited lists of expressions

\[
\text{list0f('expr')}
\]

and lists of names

\[
\text{list0f('name')}
\]

OMeta’s Parameterized and higher-order rules bring the expressive power of parser combinator libraries [HM98, LM01] to the world of PEGs.
2.2.3 A Note on Memoization

Packrat parsers are parsers for PEGs that are able to guarantee linear parse times while supporting backtracking and unlimited look-ahead “by saving all intermediate parsing results as they are computed and ensuring that no result is evaluated more than once.” [For02a] While OMeta is based on PEGs, it does not necessarily have to be implemented using packrat-style memoization.

My implementations do in fact memoize the results of rules without arguments, but in order to keep their memory footprints small, I chose not to memoize the results of rules with arguments.

While the linear time guarantee that comes with memoization is certainly desirable, some of my experiments with PEGs indicate that the overhead of memoization may outweigh its benefits for the common case, where backtracking is limited. These trade-offs are discussed in detail in a paper by Becket and Somogyi [BS08], and are orthogonal to the ideas discussed in this chapter.

2.3 O is for Object-Oriented

Programming in OMeta would be very frustrating if all rules were defined in the same namespace: two grammars might unknowingly use the same name for two rules that have different purposes, and one of them would certainly stop working! (Picture one sword-wielding grammar decapitating another, Highlander-style: “There can be only one!”)

A class is a special kind of namespace that comes with a huge bonus: a familiar and well-understood extensibility mechanism. By making OMeta an object-oriented language (i.e., making grammars analogous to classes and rules analogous to methods), several interesting things become possible.
ometa JSParser <: JSParser {
   isKeyword :x = ?(x == 'say')
   | ^isKeyword(x),
   stmt = "say" expr:x sc -> ['call', ['get', 'alert'], x]
   | ^stmt
}

Figure 2.6: Extending a JavaScript parser with the say statement (say 'hello'; is equivalent to alert('hello');)

2.3.1 Quick and Easy Language Extensions

Programming language researchers often implement extensions to existing languages in order to experiment with new ideas in a real-world setting. Consider the task of adding a new kind of statement to JavaScript, for example; Figure 2.6 shows how this might be done in OMeta by creating a new parser that inherits from an existing JavaScript parser and overrides the rules for parsing statements, and detecting keywords. Note that the rule application ^stmt behaves exactly like a super-send in traditional OO languages.

2.3.2 Extensible Pattern Matching

The OMeta parser (the front-end of my implementation) is written in OMeta itself. It translates the code for a rule, which is a stream of characters, into a parse tree in which sequences are represented as And nodes, choices as Or nodes, rule applications as App nodes, and so on. As an example, the parse tree generated for the body of the rule

foo = bar baz

is

[['Or', ['And', ['App', 'foo'], ['App', 'bar']]]]

which is later transformed by the OMeta compiler into the code that implements that
rule.

My simple-minded parser always produces an Or node for the body of a rule, even when there is only one alternative (as in the example above). This is wasteful, and can degrade the performance of OMeta programs. After all, the ordered choice operation must store the current position of the parser’s input stream so that when a choice fails, it can backtrack before trying the next choice.

Expressions like

['Or', ['Or', ['App', 'x'], ['App', 'y']], ['App', 'z']]

are also needlessly inefficient. Because Ors are associative, the expression above can be flattened to the more efficient

['Or', ['App', 'x'], ['App', 'y'], ['App', 'z']]

My implementation makes use of several such transformations in order to improve the performance of OMeta programs. Each of these is implemented in OMeta itself, using an idiom similar to the visitor design pattern. Figure 2.7 shows (i) the NullOptimization grammar, which visits each node in the parse tree of a rule, and (ii) the OROptimization grammar, which inherits the traversal code from NullOptimization and overrides the opt rule in order to implement the two optimizations for Or nodes discussed in this section. (In JavaScript, Array’s concat method concatenates two or more arrays.)

I have implemented several other transformations, including left factoring and a jumpable-based optimization that allows choices such as

['Or', ['App', 'char', 97],
 ['App', 'char', 98],
 ['App', 'char', 99]]
ometa NullOptimization {
  opt = ['And' opt*:xs] -> ['And'].concat(xs)
  | ['Or' opt*:xs] -> ['Or'].concat(xs)
  | ['Form' opt*:xs] -> ['Form'].concat(xs)
  | ['Not' opt:x] -> ['Not', x]
  | ['Many' opt:x] -> ['Many', x]
  | ['Many1' opt:x] -> ['Many1', x]
  | ['Set' anything:n opt:v] -> ['Set', n, v]
  | anything
}

ometa OROptimization <: NullOptimization {
  opt = ['Or' opt:x] -> x
  | ['Or' inside:xs] -> ['Or'].concat(xs)
  | ^opt,
  inside = ['Or' inside:xs] inside:ys -> xs.concat(ys)
  | opt:x inside:xs -> [x].concat(xs)
  | empty -> []
}

Figure 2.7: Extensible pattern matching in OMeta

to be evaluated in constant time.³

2.3.3 Stateful Pattern Matching

OMeta’s grammars may have any number of instance variables. These variables are initialized by the initialize method, which is invoked automatically when a new instance of the grammar is created. (A grammar object must be instantiated before it can be used to match a value with a start symbol, i.e., a rule. This is done by sending the grammar the match message, e.g., G.match([1, 2, 3], 'myList').)

Using an earlier version of OMeta, I implemented a parser for a significant subset of Python [Ros95] that used an instance variable to hold a stack of indentation levels. This stack was used for implementing Python’s offside rule, which enables programs

³These transformations are part of my OMeta/COLA implementation.
Figure 2.8: A calculator
to use indentation instead of brackets for delimiting lexical scopes.

Another example of OMeta’s stateful grammars is Calc, the calculator grammar shown in Figure 2.8. This grammar is not just a parser; it is a complete interpreter for arithmetic expressions with variables (the interpreting is done by the rules’ semantic actions). Calc’s instance variable vars holds a symbol table that maps variable names to their current values, and is modified by the semantic action of the expr rule (self.vars[x] = r). The following transcript shows my calculator in action:
Note that OMeta does not attempt to undo the side effects of semantic actions while backtracking; for some semantic actions, like printing characters to the console, this would be impossible. Programmers implementing stateful pattern matchers must therefore write their semantic actions carefully. (The case study of Chapter 4 of this dissertation provides a solution to this problem.)

2.3.4 Foreign Rule Invocation

Consider the task of implementing OMetaJSParse, a parser for a language that is the union of OMeta and JavaScript. Suppose that we already have parsers for both of these languages; they are called OMetaParser and JSParser, respectively.

Using OMeta’s single inheritance mechanism, we could either

1. declare OMetaJSParse as a sub-grammar of OMetaParser and duplicate (i.e., re-implement) the rules of JSParser, or

2. declare OMetaJSParse as a sub-grammar of JSParser and duplicate the rules of OMetaParser,

but neither of these choices is satisfactory, since it results in code bloat and creates a versioning problem, e.g., subsequent changes to JSParser will not automatically carry over to the the OMetaJSParse parser resulting from (1). Making
OMetaJSParser inherit from both OMetaParser and JSParser would also be a bad idea, since name clashes would most likely result in incorrect behavior.\textsuperscript{4}

A much better solution to this problem is OMeta’s foreign rule invocation mechanism, which allows a grammar to “lend” its input stream to another grammar in order to make use of a foreign rule. This mechanism is accessed via the foreign rule, which takes as arguments the foreign parser and rule name, as shown below:

\begin{verbatim}
meta OMetaJSParser {
  topLevel = foreign(OMetaParser, 'grammar')
    | foreign(JSParser, 'srcElem')
}
\end{verbatim}

Foreign rule invocation enables programmers to combine grammars in interesting ways without having to worry about name clashes.

\subsection{Core-OMeta: an Operational Semantics for OMeta-Style Pattern Matching}

This section provides an operational semantics for Core-OMeta, an extension to PEGs that supports OMeta-style pattern matching on arbitrary datatypes.

\subsubsection{Definitions}

A Core-OMeta grammar $G$ is a finite set of rules; each rule $r \in G$ has the form $A \leftarrow e$, i.e., it is a pair consisting of a nonterminal (the name of the rule) and its associated parsing expression.

Core-OMeta’s language of parsing expressions, shown in Figure 2.9, extends Bryan Ford’s original formalism for PEGs [For04] with support for:

\footnote{OMeta does not support multiple inheritance.}
\[ e ::= \varepsilon \quad \text{(empty)} \\
| a \quad \text{(an atom)} \\
| A \quad \text{(a non-terminal)} \\
| e_1 \ e_2 \quad \text{(sequencing)} \\
| e_1 / e_2 \quad \text{(alternation)} \\
| e^* \quad \text{(iteration)} \\
| !e \quad \text{(negation)} \\
| e : x \quad \text{(binding)} \\
| \rightarrow t \quad \text{(semantic action)} \\
| [e] \quad \text{(list pattern)} \]

Figure 2.9: The language of parsing expressions for Core-OMeta

\[ v ::= a \quad \text{(an atomic value, e.g., a character)} \\
| \ [ v^* ] \quad \text{(a list of values)} \\
| \text{none} \quad \text{(no value)} \]

Figure 2.10: The language of values, used as input and output in Core-OMeta

- bindings and semantic actions, and
- pattern matching on structured data (i.e., lists).

Together, these extensions make Core-OMeta a suitable language for implementing transformations on unstructured data (e.g., parsers) as well as structured data (e.g., visitors).

It is important to note that Core-OMeta’s bindings, like those in OMeta, are rule-local (i.e., their scope is the entire rule in which they are defined), and mutable (e.g., binding \( x \) twice results in changing the value of \( x \)).

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 define the language of values (used as input and output to Core-OMeta grammars) and the language of terms (used for writing semantic actions), respectively.
\[
\begin{align*}
t & ::= a \\
& \ | \ [t^*] \\
& \ | \ \text{none} \\
& \ | \ x \quad \text{(a variable)}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2.11: The language of terms, used for writing semantic actions

### 2.4.2 Semantics

#### 2.4.2.1 Notation

- Let \( x, y, z \in v^* \) (i.e., sequences of zero or more values).

- Let \( |x| \) be the length of a sequence \( x \).

- Let \( a \) and \( b \) be atomic values (e.g., characters).

- Let \( \mu \) be a finite set of bindings from variables to values (a store); each binding has the form \( x \rightarrow v \).

- \( [x \rightarrow v] \mu \) means “the store that maps \( x \) to \( v \) and all other variables to the same values as \( \mu \)”.

- \( (e, xy, \mu) \Rightarrow (v, y, \mu') \) means that the parsing expression \( e \) successfully matches (consumes) the sequence of values \( x \), leaving \( y \) on the input stream, and producing the value \( v \) as a result. \( \mu \) and \( \mu' \) represent the store (i.e., the values of the bound variables) before and after the pattern is applied to the input, respectively.

- \( (e, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu') \) means that the parsing expression \( e \) does not match the input. (Note that the bindings may have changed as a result of the failed match.)
2.4.2.2 Basic PEG Functionality

The following evaluation rules describe the semantics of PEGs. They are equivalent to Ford’s original formalism.

Empty

The empty pattern $\varepsilon$ always succeeds without consuming any input (i.e., it leaves the input stream untouched), and yields the value `none`.

\[
(\varepsilon, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{none}, x, \mu)
\]

(Empty)

Atomic Values (e.g., characters, numbers, booleans)

The atomic value pattern $a$ succeeds only if the input stream is not empty and its first element is equal to the atomic value in the pattern. A successful match yields the value that was consumed.

\[
(a, a, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (a, x, \mu)
\]

(Atom-Success)

\[
(a \neq b, a, b, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu)
\]

(Atom-Failure-1)

\[
(a, [x], y, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu)
\]

(Atom-Failure-2)

\[
(a, \text{none}, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu)
\]

(Atom-Failure-3)

\[
|x| = 0
\]

\[
(a, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu)
\]

(Atom-Failure-4)
Note that the only kind of atomic value supported by PEGs is the character. Since this formalism models OMeta’s pattern matching (not just PEGs), it makes sense to have a broader notion of atomic value that includes numbers, booleans, etc.

**Nonterminal**

The nonterminal (or rule application) $A$ succeeds if its associated pattern succeeds when applied to the input. Note that the “body of the rule” is applied to the input with a fresh store ($\emptyset$) to ensure that bindings are (statically) scoped to the rules in which they appear.

$$A \leftarrow e \in G$$

$$\frac{(e, xy, \emptyset) \Rightarrow (v, y, \mu’_2)}{(A, xy, \mu_1) \Rightarrow (v, y, \mu_1)} \quad \text{(Nonterminal-Success)}$$

$$A \leftarrow e \in G$$

$$\frac{(e, xy, \emptyset) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu’_2)}{(A, xy, \mu_1) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu_1)} \quad \text{(Nonterminal-Failure)}$$

**Sequence**

The sequence pattern $e_1 e_2$ succeeds only if $e_1$ matches a prefix of the input, and $e_2$ matches a prefix of whatever is left on the input stream after $e_1$ is applied. A successful match yields the same value as $e_2$.

$$\frac{(e_1, xy, \mu) \Rightarrow (v_1, y, \mu’)}{(e_2, y, \mu’) \Rightarrow ans} \quad \frac{(e_2, xy, \mu) \Rightarrow ans}{(e_1 e_2, xy, \mu) \Rightarrow ans} \quad \text{(Sequence-Next)}$$

$$\frac{(e_1, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu’)}{(e_2, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu’)} \quad \text{(Sequence-Failure)}$$
**Alternation**

The alternation pattern $e_1 / e_2$ succeeds if $e_1$ matches the input (in which case $e_2$ is skipped); otherwise (i.e., if $e_1$ fails), the result of the alternation pattern is the same as the result of $e_2$.

\[
\begin{align*}
(e_1, xy, \mu) &\Rightarrow (v_1, y, \mu') \\
(e_1 / e_2, xy, \mu) &\Rightarrow (v_1, y, \mu') \\
(e_1, x, \mu) &\Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu') \\
(e_2, x, \mu') &\Rightarrow \text{ans} \\
(e_1 / e_2, x, \mu) &\Rightarrow \text{ans}
\end{align*}
\]

(Alternation-Success)

(Alternation-Next)

Note that $e_1$’s side effects—i.e., whatever changes it may have made to the store—are not rolled back before $e_2$ is evaluated.

**Iteration**

The iteration pattern $e^*$ successively applies $e$ to the input, only stopping when that results in a match failure. It yields a (possibly empty) list containing the results of each successful application.

\[
\begin{align*}
(e, xyz, \mu) &\Rightarrow (v, yz, \mu') \\
(e^*, yz, \mu') &\Rightarrow (\overline{v}, z, \mu'') \\
\nu_{\text{ans}} &= \text{append}([v], \overline{v}) \\
(e^*, xyz, \mu) &\Rightarrow (\nu_{\text{ans}}, z, \mu'') \\
(e, x, \mu) &\Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu') \\
(e^*, x, \mu) &\Rightarrow ([], x, \mu')
\end{align*}
\]

(Iteration-Repetition)

(Iteration-Termination)
Negation (Syntactic Predicate)

The negation pattern !e succeeds if the application of e to the input results in a match failure, in which case it consumes no input and yields the value none. It fails if the application of e succeeds.

\[
\frac{\beta, x, \mu}{(e, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu')} \quad \text{(Negation-Success)}
\]

\[
\frac{e, x, \mu}{(\ell, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{none}, x, \mu')}
\]

\[
\frac{(e, y, \mu) \Rightarrow (v, y, \mu')}{(e, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu')} \quad \text{(Negation-Failure)}
\]

2.4.2.3 Bindings and Semantic Actions

Next, I extend this formalism with support for bindings to variables and semantic actions, which were not included in Ford’s original formalism.

Binding

The binding pattern e : x succeeds only if e succeeds when applied to the input. It yields the same value as e, but also modifies the store in order to bind the variable x to that value.

\[
\frac{\beta, x, \mu}{(e, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (v, y, \mu')} \quad \text{(Binding-Success)}
\]

\[
\frac{e : x, y, \mu}{(e : x, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (v, y, [x \rightarrow v] \mu')}
\]

\[
\frac{(e, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu')}{(e : x, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu')} \quad \text{(Binding-Failure)}
\]

Semantic Action

The semantic action \( \rightarrow t \) always succeeds without consuming any input. It yields the
value obtained from evaluating the term \( t \) in the context of the current store. The semantics of term evaluation is given by the relation \( \text{eval}(t, \mu) = v \), shown below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{eval}(a, \mu) &= a & \text{(Eval-Atom)} \\
\text{eval(\text{n}one, \mu) &= \text{n}one} & \text{(Eval-None)} \\
\frac{x \rightarrow v \in \mu}{\text{eval}(x, \mu) = v} & \text{(Eval-Var)} \\
\text{eval}(t_1, \mu, v_1) & \\
\vdots & \\
\text{eval}(t_n, \mu, v_n) & \text{eval([t_1 \ldots t_n], \mu) = [v_1 \ldots v_n]} \text{(Eval-List)}
\end{align*}
\]

And now the evaluation rule for semantic actions is straightforward:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\text{eval}(t, \mu) = v}{(\rightarrow t, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (v, x, \mu)} & \text{(Semantic-Action)}
\end{align*}
\]

### 2.4.3 List (Tree) Matching

Last but not least, I extend my formalism with support for pattern matching on lists (trees). A list pattern succeeds only if the input stream is not empty and its first element is a list all of whose elements are matched by \( e \).

\[
\begin{align*}
(e, xy, \mu) & \Rightarrow (v, y, \mu') \\
|y| &= 0 & \text{(List-Success)} \\
([e], [xy] z, \mu) & \Rightarrow ([x], z, \mu')
\end{align*}
\]
\[(e, xy, \mu) \Rightarrow (v, y, \mu')\]

\[|y| > 0\]  \hspace{1cm} (List-Failure-1)

\([e], [xy] z, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu')\]

\[(e, x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu')\]  \hspace{1cm} (List-Failure-2)

\([e], [x] y, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu')\]

\[([e], ax, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu)\]  \hspace{1cm} (List-Failure-3)

\[([e], \text{none} x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu)\]  \hspace{1cm} (List-Failure-4)

\[|x| = 0\]  \hspace{1cm} (List-Failure-5)

\[([e], x, \mu) \Rightarrow (\text{FAIL}, \mu)\]

Note that the result of a successful match on a list object (given by List-Success, above) is not the result of the pattern that matched its contents, but rather the list object itself.

### 2.5 Related Work

The kind of pattern matching found in functional languages [Jon87]—“ML-style pattern matching”—can be used to define functions in an inductive style and also to deconstruct values of algebraic/structured types, both of which are useful for writing programs that manipulate tree-structured data (e.g., AST transformations). Regular expression pattern matching [HP01] extends ML-style pattern matching with support for regular expression operators such as repetition and alternation, which makes it an even more expressive mechanism for manipulating tree-structured data (XML, in particular). Both of these forms of pattern matching interact nicely with static typing,
and support static checks for exhaustiveness and redundancy. OMeta’s ability to manipulate unstructured data and its support for semantic predicates make it even more expressive than regular expression pattern matching, but also preclude these useful static checks.

There are also many orthogonal research directions in pattern matching, some of which may interact with OMeta in useful ways. Wadler’s views [Wad87], for example, enable programmers to provide a “virtual representation” of their data that can be pattern-matched against without exposing any implementation details. This idea could be used to make OMeta’s list patterns even more general, since they might match objects that are not actually lists, but instead expose a list-like representation of themselves (perhaps by implementing a small number of basic list operations). Another example is Chase’s technique for improving the performance of bottom-up tree pattern matching [Cha87], which may be useful for implementing OMeta more efficiently (although, because OMeta supports top-down pattern matching, this may not be the case).

Some existing programming language implementation frameworks are based in part on pattern matching. Stratego/XT [Vis01, BKV08], for example, has as its central component a language (Stratego) that supports a form of metaprogramming with a combination of rewrite rules, which are specified using pattern matching, and strategies that are used to control the application of those rules. Because Stratego’s rewrite rules can only manipulate ASTs, the framework includes an additional language, SDF, for implementing parsers. Another related language implementation framework is the ANTLR parser generator [PQ95], which comes bundled with a tree parser generator [Par94] that can be used to implement simple transformations on ANTLR-generated ASTs. OMeta’s notion of general-purpose pattern matching was designed to make it possible for the same language to be used to implement all of the phases
of a compiler, thus avoiding the complexities and steep learning curve that result from using multiple tools in language implementation.

The separation of rewrite rules and strategies in Stratego is an interesting design decision; it enables a single set of rewrite rules to be used in multiple transformations. In OMeta, rules are responsible for rewriting terms as well as driving traversals through ASTs (the latter is achieved with rules that recursively invoke other rules, which is not supported in Stratego). This design results in a more minimalist foundation for metaprogramming and supports a style that is more familiar to programmers, albeit at the cost of some reusability.

Polyglot [NCM03] and JastAdd [EH07] are extensible compiler frameworks that have been used by programming language researchers to build a large number of Java extensions. (I myself have used Polyglot to implement compilers for LazyJ [War07] and eJava [WSM06]). Unfortunately, the large size and complexity of these frameworks makes them uninviting to potential users who are not programming language experts (e.g., an expert in another area who wishes to implement a domain-specific language), and too “heavy-handed” for rapidly prototyping small extensions. Moreover, Polyglot is written in Java using various conventions for extensibility; these are easy to violate accidentally, since the implementer of an extension is required to adhere to them manually, i.e., without any support from the language.

JastAdd, which is based on Rewritable Reference Attributed Grammars [EH04], provides conditional rewrite rules as a means to transform ASTs. In this model, the application of a rewrite rule may cause the conditions of one or more other rules to be satisfied, thereby triggering those rules. This enables programmers to implement a complex transformation as a series of simpler transformations, although special care must be taken in order to ensure termination. While programmers may also express this kind of sequential composition in OMeta, it is impossible to do without making
the order of the constituent rules explicit.

My work on OMeta began when I implemented my own version of Val Schorre’s META-II [Sch64]: a simple yet practical recognition-based compiler-writing language that could be implemented in itself in roughly a page of code. META-II was a wonderful tool, but it had significant limitations:

- it did not support backtracking, which made it necessary for the programmer to do a large amount of left-factoring in rules, and
- its analog of semantic actions were PRINT commands, which meant that compilers had to generate code while recognizing programs. The resulting programs were usually interpreted by a special-purpose virtual machine which had been implemented specially for the language being compiled.

Once I added backtracking and semantic actions to my language, it became equivalent in power to Bryan Ford’s Parsing Expression Grammars (PEGs) [For04].

OMeta’s PEG foundation makes it a close relative of packrat parser generators [For02a]. Rats! [Gri06] in particular, supports a notion of “modular syntax” with a form of inheritance, which (like in OMeta) can be used to create “subgrammars” that may override the rules of their “supergrammars”. But OMeta is not a parser generator; it is a programming language whose control structure is based on PEGs. And unlike previous PEG-based tools, which operate only on streams of characters, OMeta extends PEGs with support for arbitrary datatypes.

OMeta’s ability to pattern match over arbitrary datatypes and the notion of parameterized rules were both inspired by LISP70 [TES73], which used pattern matching for pattern-directed computation (as in ML) as well as extending its own syntax. But unlike OMeta, LISP70 relied on an external lexical analyzer that could not be modified by user programs, did not support object-oriented extensibility mechanisms, and was
never fully implemented.

Parameterized and higher-order rules can also be found in parser combinator libraries [HM98, LM01]. But OMeta is a language, not a library, and its specialized syntax and object-oriented features make OMeta grammars more readable and more extensible than those written using parser combinator libraries.

2.6 Conclusions and Future Work

I have shown that OMeta’s general-purpose pattern matching enables programmers to easily implement lexical analyzers, parsers, visitors, etc. This makes OMeta particularly well-suited as a medium for experimenting with new designs for programming languages and extensions to existing languages.

In future work, I would like to improve the performance of my OMeta implementations; it should be possible for them to be competitive with state-of-the-art packrat parser implementations such as Robert Grimm’s Rats! [Gri06].
CHAPTER 3

Left Recursion Support for Packrat Parsers

Packrat parsing [For02a] offers several advantages over other parsing techniques, such as the guarantee of linear parse times while supporting backtracking and unlimited look-ahead. Unfortunately, the limited support for left recursion in packrat parser implementations makes them difficult to use for a large class of grammars (Java’s, for example). This chapter presents a modification to the memoization mechanism used by packrat parser implementations that makes it possible for them to support (even indirectly or mutually) left-recursive rules. While it is possible for a packrat parser with my modification to yield super-linear parse times for some left-recursive grammars, my experiments show that this is not the case for typical uses of left recursion.

3.1 Introduction

Packrat parsers [For02a] are an attractive choice for programming language implementers because:

- They provide “the power and flexibility of backtracking and unlimited look-ahead, but nevertheless [guarantee] linear parse times.” [For02a]

- They support syntactic and semantic predicates.

- They are easy to understand: because packrat parsers only support ordered choice—as opposed to unordered choice, as found in Context-Free Grammars
(CFGs)—there are no ambiguities and no shift-reduce/reduce-reduce conflicts, which can be difficult to resolve.

- They impose no separation between lexical analysis and parsing. This feature, sometimes referred to as *scannerless parsing* [SC89, Vis97], eliminates the need for *moded lexers* [VS07] when combining grammars (e.g., in Domain-Specific Embedded Language (DSEL) implementations).

Unfortunately, “like other recursive descent parsers, packrat parsers cannot support left-recursion” [Gri06], which is typically used to express the syntax of left-associative operators. To better understand this limitation, consider the following rule for parsing expressions:

\[
expr = \text{expr} \,-\, \text{num} \mid \text{num}
\]

Note that the first alternative in `expr` begins with `expr` itself. Because the choice operator in packrat parsers (denoted here by “|”) tries each alternative in order, this recursion will never terminate: an application of `expr` will result in another application of `expr` without consuming any input, which in turn will result in yet another application of `expr`, and so on. The second choice—the non-left-recursive case—will never be used.

We could change the order of the choices in `expr`,

\[
expr = \text{num} \mid \text{expr} \,-\, \text{num}
\]

but to no avail. Since all valid expressions begin with a number, the second choice—the left-recursive case—would never be used. For example, applying the `expr` rule to the input “1–2” would succeed after consuming only the “1”, and leave the rest of the input, “–2”, unprocessed.
Some packrat parser implementations, including Pappy [For02b] and Rats! [Gri06], circumvent this limitation by automatically transforming \textit{directly left-recursive} rules into equivalent non-left-recursive rules. This technique is called \textit{left recursion elimination}. As an example, the left-recursive rule above can be transformed to

\[ \text{expr} = \text{num} \left( ^{-}\text{num} \right)^{*} \]

which is not left-recursive and therefore can be handled correctly by a packrat parser. Note that the transformation shown here is overly simplistic; a suitable transformation must preserve the left-associativity of the parse trees generated by the resulting non-left-recursive rule, as well as the meaning of the original rule’s \textit{semantic actions}.

Now consider the following minor modification to the original grammar, which has no effect on the language accepted by \textit{expr}:

\begin{verbatim}
x = \text{expr}
\text{expr} = x ^{-} \text{num} | \text{num}
\end{verbatim}

When given this grammar, the Pappy packrat parser generator reports the following error message:

\begin{verbatim}
Illegal left recursion: x -> expr -> x
\end{verbatim}

This happens because \textit{expr} is now \textit{indirectly} left-recursive, and Pappy does not support indirect left recursion (also referred to as mutual left recursion). In fact, to the best of my knowledge, none of the currently-available packrat parser implementations supports indirectly left-recursive rules.

Although this example is certainly contrived, indirect left recursion does in fact arise in real-world grammars. For instance, Roman Redziejowski discusses the difficulty of implementing a packrat parser for Java [Gos05], whose \textit{Primary} rule (for expressions) is indirectly left-recursive with five other rules [Red08]. While program-
mers can always refactor grammars manually in order to eliminate indirect left recursion, doing so is tedious and error-prone, and in the end it is generally difficult to be convinced that the resulting grammar is equivalent to the original.

This chapter presents a modification to the memoization mechanism used by packrat parser implementations that enables them to support both direct and indirect left recursion directly (i.e., without first having to transform rules). While it is possible for a packrat parser with my modification to yield super-linear parse times for some left-recursive grammars, my experiments (Section 3.5) show that this is not the case for typical uses of left recursion.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 gives a brief overview of packrat parsing. Section 3.3 describes my modification to the memoization mechanism, first showing how direct left recursion can be supported, and then extending the approach to support indirect left recursion. Section 3.4 validates this work by showing that it enables packrat parsers to support a grammar that closely mirrors Java’s heavily left-recursive Primary rule. Section 3.5 discusses the effects of my modification on parse times. Section 3.6 discusses related work, and Section 3.7 concludes.

### 3.2 An Overview of Packrat Parsing

Packrat parsers are able to guarantee linear parse times while supporting backtracking and unlimited look-ahead “by saving all intermediate parsing results as they are computed and ensuring that no result is evaluated more than once” [For02a]. For example, consider what happens when the rule

\[
\text{expr} = \text{num} \ "+" \ \text{num} \\
| \ \text{num} \ "-" \ \text{num}
\]

(where \text{num} matches a sequence of digits) is applied to the input “1234–5”.

```
Since choices are always evaluated in order, the parser begins by trying to match the input with the pattern

```
num "+" num
```

The first term in this pattern, `num`, successfully matches the first four characters of the input stream ("1234"). Next, the parser attempts to match the next character on the input stream, "-", with the next term in the pattern, "+". This match fails, and thus we backtrack to the position at which the previous choice started (0) and try the second alternative:

```
num "-" num
```

At this point, a conventional top-down backtracking parser would have to apply `num` to the input, just like we did while evaluating the first alternative. However, because packrat parsers memoize all intermediate results, no work is required this time around: the parser already knows that `num` succeeds at position 0, consuming the first four characters. It suffices to update the current position to 4 and carry on evaluating the remaining terms. The next pattern, "-", successfully matches the next character, and thus the current position is incremented to 5. Finally, `num` matches and consumes the "5", and the parse succeeds.

Intermediate parsing results are stored in the parser’s memo table, which we shall model as a function

```
MEMO : (Rule, Pos) → MemoEntry
```

where

```
MemoEntry : (ans : AST, pos : Pos)
```

In other words, `Memo` maps a rule-position pair (`R`, `P`) to a tuple consisting of

- the AST (or the special value \texttt{fail}\textsuperscript{1}) resulting from applying `R` at position `P`, and

\textsuperscript{1}Failures are also memoized in order to avoid doing unnecessary work when backtracking occurs.
Apply-Rule\((R, P)\)

let \(m = \text{Memo}(R, P)\)

if \(m = \text{NIL}\)
then let \(ans = \text{Eval}(R.body)\)

\(m \leftarrow \text{new MemoEntry}(ans, \text{Pos})\)

\(\text{Memo}(R, P) \leftarrow m\)

return \(ans\)
else \(\text{Pos} \leftarrow m.\text{pos}\)

return \(m.\text{ans}\)

Figure 3.1: The original Apply-Rule procedure

- the position of the next character on the input stream.

or \text{NIL}, if there is no entry in the memo table for the given rule-position pair.

The Apply-Rule procedure (see Figure 3.1), used in every rule application, ensures that no rule is ever evaluated more than once at a given position. When rule \(R\) is applied at position \(P\), Apply-Rule consults the memo table. If the memo table indicates that \(R\) was previously applied at \(P\), the appropriate parse tree node is returned, and the parser’s current position is updated accordingly. Otherwise, Apply-Rule evaluates the rule, stores the result in the memo table, and returns the corresponding parse tree node.

By using the memo table as shown in this section, packrat parsers are able to support backtracking and unlimited look-ahead while guaranteeing linear parse times. In the next section, I present modifications to the memo table and the Apply-Rule procedure that make it possible for packrat parsers to support left recursion.

3.3 Adding Support for Left Recursion

In Section 3.1, I showed informally that the original version of the \texttt{expr} rule,
\begin{align*}
\text{expr} &= \text{expr} \ "-" \ num \ | \ num
\end{align*}

causes packrat parsers to go into infinite recursion. We now revisit the same example, this time from Section 3.2’s more detailed point of view.

Consider what happens when \text{expr} is applied to the input “1-2-3”. Since the parser’s current position is initially 0, this application is encoded as \text{Apply-Rule(expr, 0)}. \text{Apply-Rule}, shown in Figure 3.1, begins by searching the parser’s memo table for the result of \text{expr} at position 0. The memo table is initially empty, and thus \text{Memo(expr, 0)} evaluates to \text{nil}, indicating that \text{expr} has not yet been used at position 0. This leads \text{Apply-Rule} to evaluate the body of the \text{expr} rule, which is made up of two choices. The first choice begins with \text{expr}, which, since the parser’s current position is still 0, is encoded as the familiar \text{Apply-Rule(expr, 0)}. At this point, the memo table remains unchanged and thus we are back exactly where we started! The parser is doomed to repeat the same steps forever, or more precisely, until the computer eventually runs out of stack space.

The rest of this section presents a solution to this problem. First, I modify the algorithm to make left-recursive applications fail, in order to avoid infinite loops. I then build on this extension to properly support direct left recursion. Extending this idea to support indirect left recursion is conceptually straightforward; I present the intuition for this in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 focuses on the operational details of this extension.

### 3.3.1 Avoiding Infinite Recursion in Left-Recursive Rules

A simple way to avoid infinite recursion is for \text{Apply-Rule} to store a result of \text{fail} in the memo table \textit{before} it evaluates the body of a rule, as shown in Figure 3.2. This has the effect of making all left-recursive applications (both direct and indirect) fail.
\textbf{APPLY-RULE}(R, P)

\begin{verbatim}
let m = Memo(R, P) if m = NIL
    then m ← new MemoEntry(Fail, P) Memo(R, P) ← m
    let ans = Eval(R.body) m.ans ← ans m.pos ← Pos
    return ans
else Pos ← m.pos return m.ans
\end{verbatim}

Figure 3.2: Avoiding non-termination by making left-recursive applications fail (lines marked with * are either new or have changed since the previous version)

Consider what happens when \( \text{expr} \) is applied to the input “1–2–3” using the new version of \textbf{APPLY-RULE}. Once again this application is encoded as \textbf{APPLY-RULE}(\text{expr}, 0). \textbf{APPLY-RULE} first updates the memo table with a result of \texttt{fail} for \text{expr} at position 0, then goes on to evaluate the rule’s body, starting with its first choice. The first choice begins with an application of \text{expr}, which, because the current position is still 0, is also encoded as \textbf{APPLY-RULE}(\text{expr}, 0). This time, however, \textbf{APPLY-RULE} \textit{will} find a result in the memo table, and thus will not evaluate the body of the rule. And because that result is \texttt{fail}, the current choice will be aborted. The parser will then move on to the second choice, \texttt{num}, which will succeed after consuming the “1”, and leave the rest of the input, “–2–3”, unprocessed.

\subsection{3.3.2 Supporting Direct Left Recursion}

While this is clearly not \text{expr}’s intended behavior, the modified \textbf{APPLY-RULE} procedure shown in Figure 3.2 was a step in the right direction. Consider the side-effects of the application of \text{expr} at position 0:
1. The parser’s current position was updated to 1, and

2. The parser’s memo table was updated with a mapping from \( \text{expr}, 0 \) to \( \text{expr} \to \text{num} \to 1, 1 \).

The parse shown above avoided all left-recursive terms; I call it the seed parse.

Now, suppose we backtrack to position 0 and evaluate \( \text{expr} \)’s body one more time. Note that unlike evaluating \( \text{ APPLY-Rule(expr, 0) } \), which would simply retrieve the previous result stored in the memo table, evaluating the body of this rule (which we denote in pseudo-code as \( \text{Eval(expr.body)} \)) will sidestep one level of memoization and begin to evaluate each of its choices. The first choice,

\[
\text{expr} \text{ "-" num}
\]

begins with a left-recursive application, just like before. This time, however, that application succeeds because the memo table now contains the seed parse. Next, the terms "-" and \( \text{num} \) successfully match and consume the "-" and "2" on the input, respectively. If we update the memo table with the new answer and repeat these steps one more time, we will have parsed "1-2-3", the entire input stream!

I refer to this iterative process as growing the seed; Figure 3.3 shows Grow-LR, which implements the seed-growing algorithm. Grow-LR tries to grow the parse of rule \( R \) at position \( P \), given the seed parse in the \text{MemoEntry} \( M \).\(^2\) Note that each time the rule’s body is evaluated, the parser must backtrack to \( P \); this is accomplished with the statement \( \text{Pos} \leftarrow P \). At the start of each iteration, \( M \) contains the last successful result of the left recursion. The loop’s terminating condition, \( \text{ans = fail or Pos} \leq \text{M.pos} \), detects that no progress was made as a result of evaluating the rule’s body. Once this condition is satisfied, the parser’s current position is updated to the one associated with the last successful result.

\(^2\)Lines A, B, and C, and the argument \( H \) can be ignored at this point.
Grow-LR(R, P, M, H)

...  \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{line A} \\
\textbf{while} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{TRUE} \\
\hspace{1cm} \textbf{do} \\
\hspace{2cm} Pos \leftarrow P \\
\hspace{2cm} ... \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{line B} \\
  \hspace{2cm} \textbf{let} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{ans} = \text{EVAL}(R, \text{body}) \\
  \hspace{2cm} \text{if} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{ans} = \text{FAIL} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{or} \hspace{0.1cm} Pos \leq M, \text{pos} \\
  \hspace{2cm} \hspace{2cm} \textbf{then} \hspace{0.1cm} \textbf{break} \\
  \hspace{2cm} M, \text{ans} \leftarrow \text{ans} \\
  \hspace{2cm} M, \text{pos} \leftarrow Pos \\
\hspace{2cm} ... \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{line C} \\
\hspace{2cm} Pos \leftarrow M, \text{pos} \\
\hspace{2cm} \textbf{return} M, \text{ans} \\

Figure 3.3: Grow-LR: support for direct left recursion

Apply-Rule(R, P)

\textbf{let} \hspace{0.1cm} m = \text{MEMO}(R, P) \\
\textbf{if} \hspace{0.1cm} m = \text{NIL} \\
\hspace{1cm} \textbf{then} \hspace{0.1cm} \textbf{let} \hspace{0.1cm} lr = \text{new} \hspace{0.1cm} LR(\text{FALSE}) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{line D} \\
\hspace{2cm} m \leftarrow \text{new} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{MEMOENTRY}(lr, P) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{line E} \\
\hspace{2cm} \text{MEMO}(R, P) \leftarrow m \\
\hspace{2cm} \text{let} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{ans} = \text{EVAL}(R, \text{body}) \\
\hspace{2cm} m,\text{ans} \leftarrow \text{ans} \\
\hspace{2cm} m,\text{pos} \leftarrow Pos \\
\hspace{2cm} \text{if} \hspace{0.1cm} lr,\text{detected} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{and} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{ans} \neq \text{FAIL} \\
\hspace{3cm} \text{then} \hspace{0.1cm} \textbf{return} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{Grow-LR}(R, P, m, \text{NIL}) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{line F} \\
\hspace{3cm} \text{else} \hspace{0.1cm} \textbf{return} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{ans} \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{line G} \\
\hspace{1cm} \textbf{else} \hspace{0.1cm} Pos \leftarrow m,\text{pos} \\
\hspace{2cm} \textbf{if} \hspace{0.1cm} m,\text{ans} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{is} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{LR} \\
\hspace{3cm} \textbf{then} \hspace{0.1cm} m,\text{ans},\text{detected} \leftarrow \text{TRUE} \\
\hspace{3cm} \hspace{4cm} \textbf{return} \hspace{0.1cm} \text{FAIL} \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{line H} \\
\hspace{3cm} \textbf{else} \hspace{0.1cm} \textbf{return} \hspace{0.1cm} m,\text{ans} \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{line I} \\

Figure 3.4: Detecting left recursion and growing the seed with Grow-LR (lines marked with * are either new or have changed since the previous version)
Grow-LR can be used to compute the result of a left-recursive application. Before we can use it, however, we must be able to detect when a left recursion has occurred. I do this by introducing a new datatype, LR, and modifying MemoEntry so that LRs may be stored in ans,

\[ LR : (detected : Boolean) \]

\[ MemoEntry : (ans : AST or LR, pos : Position) \]

and modifying Apply-Rule as shown in Figure 3.4.

To detect left-recursive applications, Apply-Rule memoizes an LR with \( detected = \text{false} \) before evaluating the body of the rule. A left-recursive application of the same rule will cause its associated LR’s \( detected \) field to be set to \( \text{true} \), and yield a result of \( \text{fail} \). When an application is found to be left-recursive and it has a successful seed parse, Grow-LR is invoked in order to grow the seed into the rule’s final result.

The modifications shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 enable packrat parsers to support direct left recursion without the need for left recursion elimination transformations. This includes nested direct left recursion, such as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{term} & = \text{term} \ "+" \ \text{fact} \\
& \quad | \ \text{term} \ "-" \ \text{fact} \\
& \quad | \ \text{fact} \\
\text{fact} & = \text{fact} \ "*" \ \text{num} \\
& \quad | \ \text{fact} \ "/" \ \text{num} \\
& \quad | \ \text{num}
\end{align*}
\]

In the remainder of this section, I will present additional modifications that will enable the parser to also support indirect left recursion.

### 3.3.3 Getting Ready For Indirect Left Recursion

Recall the following grammar, taken from the introduction,
\begin{align*}
x & = \text{expr} \\
\text{expr} & = x \ "-" \ \text{num} \ | \ \text{num}
\end{align*}

and consider what happens when \(x\) is applied to the input “4 - 3” using the new version of \textsc{Apply-Rule} given in the previous section. First, the \(x\) rule is detected to be left-recursive with a seed parse of \(x \rightarrow \text{expr} \rightarrow \text{num} \rightarrow 4\). \textsc{Grow-LR} then evaluates \(x\)’s body once again to try to grow the seed. At this point, the memo table already has an answer for \(\text{expr}\), namely \(\text{expr} \rightarrow \text{num} \rightarrow 4\); this causes the second evaluation of \(x\) to yield a parse identical to the seed parse. Because the last evaluation of \(x\) consumed no more input than the seed parse, the loop in \textsc{Grow-LR} terminates and the seed parse becomes the final result. This is clearly not the behavior we wanted.

The example above shows that the modifications for supporting left recursion described in the previous section are overly simplistic. \textsc{Grow-LR} repeatedly evaluates a \textit{single rule} in order to grow the seed parse, which is not sufficient when more than one rule is involved in a left recursion.

I shall now introduce a few concepts that will play a key role in the next and final set of modifications to the parser. The first of these concepts is that of a \textbf{rule invocation stack}. Before a rule is evaluated, it is pushed onto the parser’s rule invocation stack, only to be popped off the stack once it has finished computing a result. In Figure 3.5, (A) depicts the rule invocation stack just after the \(x\) rule invokes \text{expr}.

An invocation of rule \(R\) is left-recursive if \(R\) is already on the rule invocation stack, and the parser’s position has not changed since that first invocation. In the example above, the invocation of \(x\) by \text{expr}, shown in (B), is left-recursive. Left-recursive invocations form a loop in the rule invocation stack. I refer to the rule that started that loop as the \textbf{head rule} of the left recursion, and to the other rules in the loop as being \textbf{involved} in that left recursion. In (C), \(x\)’s thicker border denotes that it is the head of a left recursion, and \{\text{expr}\}, inside the \(x\) node, represents the set of rules involved in
that left recursion. The \texttt{expr} node, now labeled “\texttt{expr @ x}”, indicates that \texttt{expr} is involved in a left recursion whose head rule is \texttt{x}.

We can use this information to handle the invocation of \texttt{expr} specially while growing \texttt{x}’s seed parse. More specifically, we can force \texttt{expr}’s body to be re-evaluated, ignoring the rule’s previously memoized result. In general, when growing a left recursion result, we should bypass the memo table and re-evaluate the body of any rule involved in the left recursion. This is the intuition for the final set of modifications, which are presented in the next section.

3.3.4 Adding Support for Indirect Left Recursion

The final version of the \texttt{APPLY-RULE} procedure is shown in Figure 3.6. It has been modified in order to maintain a rule invocation stack as described above. The stack is represented by the LR datatype, which I have modified as follows:

\[
\text{LR : (seed : AST, rule : RULE, head : HEAD, next : LR)}
\]

The rule invocation stack is kept in the global variable \texttt{LRStack}, of type LR, and is represented as a linked list, using LR’s \texttt{next} field.
LR’s *seed* field holds the initial parse found for the associated rule, which is stored in the *rule* field. In place of LR’s old *detected* field, we now have the *head* field which, for a left-recursive invocation, holds information pertinent to the left recursion (*head* is set to *nil* for non-left-recursive invocations). The *head* datatype,

\[ \text{HEAD : (rule : RULE, involvedSet : SET OF RULE, evalSet : SET OF RULE)} \]

contains the head rule of the left recursion (*rule*), and the following two sets of rules:

- *involvedSet*, for the rules involved in the left recursion, and
- *evalSet*, which holds the subset of the involved rules that may still be evaluated during the current growth cycle.

These data structures are used to represent the information depicted in Figure 3.5.

The parser must be able to determine whether left recursion growth is in progress, and if so, which head rule is being grown. Because only one left recursion can be grown at a time for any given position, a global variable, *Heads*, is used to map a position to the *head* of the left recursion which is currently being grown:

\[ \text{Heads : POSITION → HEAD} \]

*Heads* is *nil* at any position where left recursion growth is not underway.

The task of examining the rule invocation stack to find the head rule and its involved rule set is performed by the *Setup-LR* procedure, shown in Figure 3.7.\(^3\) In our example, *Setup-LR* is invoked when the stack is at stage (B), in Figure 5, and leaves the stack as shown in stage (C).

*Grow-LR*, shown in Figure 3.3, must be modified to use the head rule and its involved rule set. Left recursion growth starts by changing Line A to

\(^3\)There are more efficient ways to implement *Setup-LR* which avoid walking the stack; I chose to include this one because it is easier to understand.
\textbf{Heads}(P) \leftarrow H

which indicates that left recursion growth is in progress. For each cycle of growth, the
involved rules are given a fresh opportunity for evaluation. This is implemented by
changing Line B to

\[ H\text{evalSet} \leftarrow \text{COPY}(H\text{involvedSet}) \]

In our example, this will cause \texttt{expr} to be included in the set of rules which will be
re-evaluated if reached. Finally, when left recursion growth is completed, the head at
the left recursion position must be removed. To accomplish this, Line C is changed to

\[ \text{Heads}(P) \leftarrow \text{nil} \]

When a rule is applied, \texttt{Apply-Rule} now invokes the \texttt{Recall} procedure, shown in
Figure 3.9, in order to retrieve previous parse results. In addition to fetching memoized
results from the memo table, \texttt{Recall} ensures that involved rules are evaluated during
the growth phase. \texttt{Recall} also prevents rules that were not previously evaluated as
part of the left recursion seed construction from being parsed during the growth phase.
This preserves the behavior that is expected of a Parsing Expression Grammar (PEG),
namely that the first successful parse becomes the result of a rule.

Note that \texttt{Apply-Rule} now invokes \texttt{LR-Answer} (see Figure 3.8), not \texttt{Grow-LR},
when it detects left recursion. If the current rule is the head of the left recursion, \texttt{LR-
Answer} invokes \texttt{Grow-LR} just as \texttt{Apply-Rule} did before. Otherwise, the current rule is
involved in the left recursion and must defer to the head rule to grow any left-recursive
parse, and pass its current parse to participate in the construction of a seed parse.

With these modifications, the parser supports both direct and indirect left recursion.
APPLY-RULE\((R, P)\)

let \( m = \text{RECALL}(R, P) \) \hspace{1cm} *

if \( m = \text{NIL} \)

then \( \triangleright \) Create a new LR and push it onto the rule invocation stack.

let \( lr = \text{new LR}(\text{FAIL}, R, \text{NIL}, \text{LRS} \text{tack}) \) \hspace{1cm} *

\( \text{LRS} \text{tack} \leftarrow lr \) \hspace{1cm} *

\( \triangleright \) Memoize \( lr \), then evaluate \( R \).

\( m \leftarrow \text{new MEMOENTRY}(lr, P) \)

\( \text{MEMO}(R, P) \leftarrow m \)

let \( ans = \text{EVAL}(R, \text{body}) \)

\( \triangleright \) Pop \( lr \) off the rule invocation stack.

\( \text{LRS} \text{tack} \leftarrow \text{LRS} \text{tack}.next \) \hspace{1cm} *

\( m.\text{pos} \leftarrow \text{Pos} \)

if \( lr.\text{head} \neq \text{NIL} \)

then \( lr.\text{seed} \leftarrow ans \) \hspace{1cm} *

return \( \text{LR-ANSWER}(R, P, m) \) \hspace{1cm} *

else \( m.\text{ans} \leftarrow ans \) \hspace{1cm} *

return \( ans \) \hspace{1cm} *

else \( \text{Pos} \leftarrow m.\text{pos} \)

if \( m.\text{ans} \) is LR

then \( \text{SETUP-LR}(R, m.\text{ans}) \) \hspace{1cm} *

return \( m.\text{ans}.\text{seed} \) \hspace{1cm} *

else \ return \( m.\text{ans} \)

Figure 3.6: The final version of APPLY-RULE (lines marked with * are either new or have changed since the previous version)
\textbf{Setup-LR}(R, L)
\begin{align*}
\text{if } L.\text{head} &= \text{nil} \\
\text{then } L.\text{head} &\leftarrow \text{new Head}(R, \emptyset, \emptyset) \\
\text{let } s &= \text{LRSack} \\
\text{while } s.\text{head} \neq L.\text{head} \\
\text{do } s.\text{head} &\leftarrow L.\text{head} \\
\quad L.\text{head}.\text{involvedSet} &\leftarrow L.\text{head}.\text{involvedSet} \cup \{s.\text{rule}\} \\
\quad s &\leftarrow s.\text{next} \\
\end{align*}

Figure 3.7: The Setup-LR procedure

\textbf{LR-Answer}(R, P, M)
\begin{align*}
\text{let } h &= M.\text{ans}.\text{head} \\
\text{if } h.\text{rule} &\neq R \\
\text{then return } M.\text{ans}.\text{seed} \\
\text{else } M.\text{ans} &\leftarrow M.\text{ans}.\text{seed} \\
\quad \text{if } M.\text{ans} &= \text{FAIL} \\
\quad \text{then return FAIL} \\
\quad \text{else return } \text{Grow-LR}(R, P, M, h) \\
\end{align*}

Figure 3.8: The LR-Answer procedure
RECALL\((R, P)\)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } m &= \text{MEMO}\((R, P)\), \\
\text{let } h &= \text{HEADS}\((P)\), \\
&\quad \triangleright \text{If not growing a seed parse, just return what is stored} \\
&\quad \triangleright \text{in the memo table.} \\
\text{if } h = \text{NIL} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{then return } m \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \triangleright \text{Do not evaluate any rule that is not involved in this} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \triangleright \text{left recursion.} \\
\text{if } m = \text{NIL} \text{ and } R \notin \{h.\text{head}\} \cup h.\text{involvedSet} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{then return new MEMOENTRY(FAIL, } P) \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \triangleright \text{Allow involved rules to be evaluated, but only once,} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \triangleright \text{during a seed-growing iteration.} \\
\text{if } R \in h.\text{evalSet} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{then } h.\text{evalSet} \leftarrow h.\text{evalSet} \setminus \{R\} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{let } ans = \text{EVAL}\((R.\text{body})\) \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad m.\text{ans} \leftarrow ans \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad m.\text{pos} \leftarrow Pos \\
\text{return } m
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3.9: The RECALL procedure
3.4 Case Study: Parsing Java’s *Primary* Expressions

To validate this mechanism for supporting left recursion, I modified the back-end of *OMeta*, the parsing and pattern matching language presented in Chapter 2, to use the new *APPLY-RULE* procedure described in the previous section. My colleague Jamie Douglass also modified the implementation of his *Context-Free Attributed Transformations (CAT)* parser generator accordingly.

I also constructed a grammar that closely mirrors Java’s *Primary* rule, as found in chapter 15 of the Java Language Specification [Gos05]. Because of its heavily mutually left-recursive nature, *Primary* cannot be supported directly by conventional packrat parsers [Red08].

My process for composing this grammar, shown in Figure 3.10, started with a careful examination of the grammar of Java expressions. I then identified all other rules that are mutually left-recursive with *Primary*. All such rules, namely

- *Primary*,
- *PrimaryNoNewArray*,
- *ClassInstanceCreationExpression*,
- *MethodInvocation*,
- *FieldAccess*, and
- *ArrayAccess*

are included in my grammar, as are “stubs” for the other rules they reference (*ClassName*, *InterfaceTypeName*, *Identifier*, *MethodName*, *ExpressionName*, and *Expression*).
Next, I removed some of the uninteresting (i.e., non-left-recursive) choices from these rules, and ordered the remaining choices so that the rules would behave correctly when used in a packrat parser. For example, since the method invocation expression “this.m()” has a prefix of “this.m”, which is also a valid field access expression, the PrimaryNoNewArray rule must try MethodInvocation before trying FieldAccess.

I then encoded the resulting grammar in the syntax accepted by the Pappy packrat parser generator [For02b]. Just as I expected, Pappy was unable to compile this grammar and displayed the error message “Illegal left recursion: Primary -> PrimaryNoNewArray -> ClassInstanceCreationExpression -> Primary”.

Lastly, I encoded the same grammar in the syntax accepted by CAT and OMeta. The resulting parsers exhibit the correct behavior, as shown in Table 3.1.

### 3.5 Performance

A packrat parser’s guarantee of linear parse times is based on its ability to compute the result of any single rule application in constant time. My iterative process for growing the seed parse of a left-recursive application violates this assumption, thus making it possible for some left-recursive grammars to yield super-linear parse times. As an example, the grammar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input String</th>
<th>Parse Tree (in s-expression form)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“this”</td>
<td>this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“this.x”</td>
<td>(field-access this x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“this.x.y”</td>
<td>(field-access (field-access this x) y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“this.x.m()”</td>
<td>(method-invocation (field-access this x) m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“x[i][j].y”</td>
<td>(field-access (array-access (array-access x i) j) y)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Primary = <PrimaryNoNewArray>
PrimaryNoNewArray = <ClassInstanceCreationExpression>
  | <MethodInvocation>
  | <FieldAccess>
  | <ArrayAccess>
  | this
ClassInstanceCreationExpression = new <ClassOrInterfaceType> ( )
  | <Primary>. new <Identifier> ( )
MethodInvocation = <Primary>. <Identifier> ( )
  | <MethodName> ( )
FieldAccess = <Primary>. <Identifier>
  | super . <Identifier>
ArrayAccess = <Primary> [ <Expression> ]
  | <ExpressionName> [ <Expression> ]
ClassOrInterfaceType = <ClassName> | <InterfaceTypeName>
ClassName = C | D
InterfaceTypeName = I | J
Identifier = x | y | <ClassOrInterfaceType>
MethodName = m | n
ExpressionName = <Identifier>
Expression = i | j

Figure 3.10: Java’s Primary expressions
 accepts strings of zero or more “1”s in $O(n^2)$ time. The same inefficiency will arise for any grammar that causes the parser to backtrack to the middle of a previously computed left-recursive parse and then re-apply the same left-recursive rule. Fortunately, this problem—which is analogous to that of Ford’s iterative combinators—does not manifest itself in practical grammars [For02b].

In order to gauge the expected performance of packrat parsers modified as described in this chapter, I constructed the following two rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
rr &= "1" \ rr \mid "1" \\
lr &= \text{lr} "1" \mid "1"
\end{align*}
\]

The first rule, $rr$, is right-recursive, and the second, $lr$, is left-recursive. Both recognize the same language, i.e., a string of one or more “1”s, and while the parse trees generated by these rules have different associativities, they have the same size.

I used these rules to recognize strings with lengths ranging from 1,000 to 10,000, in increments of 1,000. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.11. The $rr$ rule was first timed using a “vanilla” packrat parser implementation ($RR$-$ORIG$), and then using a version of the same implementation that was modified by one of my colleagues as described in Section 3.3 ($RR$-$MOD$). The $lr$ rule was only timed using the modified implementation ($LR$-$MOD$), since left recursion is not supported in our “vanilla” implementation.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this experiment:

- **My modifications to support left recursion do not introduce significant overhead for non-left-recursive rules.** Although the recognizing times for $RR$-$MOD$ were consistently slower than those for $RR$-$ORIG$, the difference was
Figure 3.11: *RR-ORIG* shows the performance characteristics of *rr* in a traditional packrat parser implementation; *RR-MOD* and *LR-MOD* show the performance characteristics of *rr* and *lr*, respectively, in an implementation that was modified as described in Section 3.3.

rather small. Furthermore, *RR-MOD* and *RR-ORIG* appear to have the same slope.

- **The modified packrat parser implementation supports typical uses of left recursion in linear time**, as shown by *LR-MOD*.

- **Using left recursion can actually improve parse times.** The results of *LR-MOD* were consistently better than those of *RR-MOD* and *RR-ORIG*. More importantly, *LR-MOD*’s gentler slope tells us that it will scale much better than the others on larger input strings. This difference in performance is likely due to the fact that left recursion uses only a constant amount of stack space, while right recursion causes the stack to grow linearly with the size of the input.

In order to measure the effect of indirect left recursion on parse times, I constructed three more versions of the *lr* rule. The first,
is indirectly left-recursive “one rule deep” (lr, which is directly left-recursive, may be considered to be indirectly left-recursive zero rules deep). The two other rules, lr2 and lr3 (not shown), are indirectly left-recursive two and three rules deep, respectively.

Figure 3.12 shows the timing results for the new rules, in addition to the original lr rule. These results indicate that adding simple indirection to left-recursive rules does not have a significant effect on parse times.

### 3.6 Related Work

As discussed in Section 3.1, a number of packrat parser implementations, including Pappy [For02b] and Rats! [Gri06], support directly left-recursive rules by transforming them into equivalent non-left-recursive rules. Unfortunately, because neither of these implementations supports mutually left-recursive rules, implementing parsers for grammars containing such rules (such as Java’s) using these systems is not trivial.
The programmer must carefully analyze the grammar and rewrite certain rules, which can be tricky. And because the resulting parser is no longer obviously equivalent to the grammar for which it was written, it is difficult to be certain that it does indeed parse the language for which it was intended.

While it may be possible to adapt the “transformational approach” of Pappy and Rats! to support mutual left recursion by performing a global analysis on the grammar,

- the presence of syntactic and semantic predicate terms may complicate this task significantly, and

- such a global analysis does not mix well with modular parsing frameworks such as Rats!, in which rules may be overridden in “sub-parsers”.

The approach described here works seamlessly with syntactic and semantic predicates, as well as modular parsing, which makes it a good fit for OMeta.

Frost and Hafiz have proposed a technique for supporting left recursion in top-down parsers that involves limiting the depth of the (otherwise) infinite recursion that arises from left-recursive rules to the length of the remaining input plus 1 [FH06]. While this technique is applicable to any kind of top-down parser (including packrat parsers), it cannot be used when the length of the input stream is unknown, as is the case with interactive input (e.g., read-eval-print loops and network sockets). The approach presented here does not have this limitation and is significantly more efficient, although its need to interact with the memo table makes it applicable only to packrat parsers.

Johnson has proposed a technique based on memoization and Continuation-Passing Style (CPS) for implementing top-down parsers that support left recursion and polynomial parse times [Joh95]. This technique was developed for CFGs and relies heavily on the non-determinism of the CFG choice operator; for this reason, I believe that it
would be difficult (if at all possible) to adapt it for use in packrat parser implementations, where the ordering of the choices is significant.

Jamie Douglass, who—along with Todd Millstein—collaborated with me on this project, had previously developed a memoization-based technique for supporting left recursion in an earlier version of CAT which only supported CFG rules. That technique’s memoization mechanism was restricted to only the head and involved rules, and used only while growing a seed parse.

### 3.7 Conclusions and Future Work

I have described a modification to the memoization mechanism used by packrat parser implementations that enables them to support both direct and indirect (or mutual) left recursion. This modification obviates the need for left recursion elimination transformations, and supports typical uses of left recursion without sacrificing linear parse times.

Applying this modification to the packrat parser implementations of OMeta and CAT enabled both of these systems to support the heavily left-recursive portion of the Java grammar discussed in Section 3.4.

One of the anonymous reviewers of PEPM 2008 (the workshop in which this work was published) noted that the compelling simplicity of packrat parsing is “to a large extent lost in the effort to support indirect left recursion.” I, like this reviewer, believe that the final version of the algorithm presented in Section 3.3 can be simplified, and hope to do so in future work.

Packrat parsing was originally developed by Bryan Ford to support PEGs [For04]. By extending packrat parsers with support for left recursion, we have also extended the class of grammars they are able to parse (which is now a superset of PEGs). Therefore,
it may be interesting to develop a formalism for this new class of grammars that can serve as the theoretical foundation for this new style of packrat parsing.
CHAPTER 4

*Worlds*: Controlling the Scope of Side Effects

The state of an imperative program—e.g., the values stored in global and local variables, objects’ instance variables, and arrays—changes as its statements are executed. These changes, or side effects, are visible globally: when one part of the program modifies an object, every other part that holds a reference to the same object (either directly or indirectly) is also affected. This chapter introduces *worlds*, a language construct that reifies the notion of program state, and enables programmers to control the scope of side effects. I investigate this idea as an extension of JavaScript, and provide examples that illustrate some of the interesting idioms that it makes possible.

4.1 Introduction

Suppose that, while browsing the web, you get to a page that has multiple links and it is not clear which one (if any) will lead to the information you’re looking for. Maybe the desired information is just one or two clicks away, in which case it makes sense to click on a link, and if you don’t find what you’re looking for, click the back button and try the next link. If the information is more than a few clicks away, it might be better to open the link in a new *tab* in which you can explore it to arbitrary depths. That way, if you eventually decide that wasn’t the way to go, you can close the tab, and easily try a different path. Another option is to open each link in its own tab, and explore all of them “concurrently”.
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Figure 4.1: “Tabs” 1 and 2 show the state of the world initially, and when the robot discovers that key A does not unlock the safe, respectively.

Something like the tabs of a web browser would be even more useful in a programming language, where undoing actions is a lot trickier than clicking a back button. As an example, consider the task of programming a robot to open a locked safe, as shown in Figure 4.1. There are two keys, A and B (each in its own room), but only one of them unlocks the safe. Using a conventional programming language, we might tell the robot to grab key A from room A, then go to the safe and try to unlock it. At this point, if we find that key A does not open the safe, we probably want to have the robot clean up after himself before trying the next alternative (nobody likes a messy robot). So we must tell the robot to take key A back to room A, and then return to its initial position.

In a programming language that supports “tabs”, these clean-up actions would not be required: we could simply open a new tab, and inside it try to open the safe with key A. If A turns out to be the wrong key, we can simply close this new tab to return to the initial conditions.

This chapter explores the idea of “tabs for programming languages”, which I call worlds.
Figure 4.2: Two ways to represent program state. In (A), an object is uniquely identified by the address of the block of memory in which its state is stored. In (B), objects are just tags and their state is stored externally in a single lookup table.

4.2 Approach

The state of a program is scattered around the computer’s memory in several kinds of data structures: arrays, objects, activation records, etc. We normally think of these data structures as little “bundles of state”, and they are often implemented as such (see Figure 4.2 (A)). Alternatively, we can think of program state itself as a data structure—a kind of lookup table or associative array—that is used to represent all other data structures in the system. In this model, each object or data structure is uniquely identified by a tag, and the program state maps (tag, property name) pairs to their values (see Figure 4.2 (B)).

Reifying the notion of program state raises some interesting questions:

• Is it useful for the program state to be a first-class value/object?

• Does it make sense for multiple “program states” to co-exist in the same program?

• If so, should a program state be able to inherit from (or delegate to) another program state?
I answer all of these questions with a resounding “yes”.

4.2.1 Worlds

The *world* is a new language construct that reifies the notion of program state. All computation takes place inside a world, which captures all of the side effects—changes to global, local, and instance variables, arrays, etc.—that happen inside it.

A new world can be “sprouted” from an existing world at will. The state of a *child world* is derived from the state of its parent, but the side effects that happen inside the child do not affect the parent. (This is analogous to the semantics of delegation in prototype-based languages with copy-on-write slots.) At any time, the side effects captured in the child world can be propagated to its parent via a *commit* operation.

4.2.2 Worlds/JS

A programming language that supports worlds must provide some way for programmers to:

- refer to the current world,
- sprout a new world from an existing world,
- commit a world’s changes to its parent world, and
- execute code in a particular world.

I now describe the particular way in which these operations are supported in Worlds/JS, an extension of JavaScript [ECM99] I have prototyped in order to experiment with the ideas discussed in this chapter.¹

¹My prototype implementation of Worlds/JS is available at http://www.tinlizzie.org/ometa-js/#Worlds_Paper. No installation is necessary; you can experiment with the language di-
Worlds/JS extends JavaScript with the following additional syntax:

- **thisWorld** is an expression that evaluates to the current world, and
- **in expr block** is a statement that executes *block* inside the world obtained by evaluating *expr*.

Worlds are first-class values: they can be stored in variables, passed as arguments to functions, etc. They can even be garbage-collected just like any other object. All worlds delegate to the world prototype, whose *sprout* and *commit* methods can be used to create a new world that is a child of the receiver, and propagate the side effects captured in the receiver to its parent, respectively.

In the following example, we modify the height of the same instance of *Rectangle* in two different ways, each in its own world, and then commit one of them to the original world. This serves the dual purpose of illustrating the syntax of Worlds/JS as well as the semantics of *sprout* and *commit*.

```
A = thisWorld;
r = new Rectangle(4, 6);

B = A.sprout();
in B { r.h = 3; }

C = A.sprout();
in C { r.h = 7; }

C.commit();
```

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the state of all worlds involved before and after the commit operation, respectively.
Figure 4.3: Projections/views of the same object in three different worlds.

Figure 4.4: The state of the “universe” shown in Figure 4.3 after a commit on world C.
4.3 Property (or Field) Lookup in Worlds/JS

This section formally describes the semantics of property (or field) lookup in Worlds/JS, which is a natural generalization of property lookup in JavaScript.

4.3.1 Property Lookup in JavaScript

JavaScript’s object model is based on single delegation, which means that every object inherits (and may override) the properties of another object. The only exception to this rule is `Object.prototype` (the ancestor of all objects), which is the root of JavaScript’s delegation hierarchy and therefore does not delegate to any other object.

The semantics of property lookup in JavaScript can be formalized using the following two primitive operations:

(i) `getOwnProperty(x, p)`, which looks up property `p` in object `x` without looking up the delegation chain. More specifically, the value of `getOwnProperty(x, p)` is

- `v`, if `x` has property `p` that is not inherited from another object, and whose value is `v`, and
- the special value `none`, otherwise;

(ii) `parent(x)`, which evaluates to

- `y`, the object to which `x` delegates, or
- the special value `none`, if `x` does not delegate to any other object.

and the following set of inference rules:

\[
\text{getOwnProperty}(x, p) = v \\
\text{v} \neq \text{none} \\
\text{lookup}(x, p) = v \\
\]

(JS-Lookup-Own)
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4.3.2 Property Lookup in Worlds/JS

In Worlds/JS, property lookup is always done in the context of a world. And since it may be that an object $x$ has a property $p$ in some world $w$ but not in another, the primitive operation $\text{getOwnProperty}(x, p)$ must be replaced by a new primitive operation, $\text{getOwnPropertyInWorld}(x, p, w)$.

Another primitive operation we will need in order to formalize the semantics of property lookup in Worlds/JS is $\text{parentWorld}(w)$, which yields $w$'s parent, or the special value $\text{none}$, if $w$ is the top-level world.

Using these two new primitive operations, we can define a new operation, $\text{getOwnPropertyInWorld}(x, p, w)$, which yields the value of $x$'s $p$ property in world $w$, or (if $x.p$ is not defined in $w$) in $w$'s closest ancestor:

\[
\text{getOwnPropertyInWorld}(x, p, w) = v
\]

\[
\text{getOwnPropertyInWorld}(x, p, w) = v \quad \text{if} \quad v \neq \text{none}
\]

\[
\text{WJS-GetOwnProperty-Own}
\]

\[
\text{getOwnProperty}(x, p, w) = v
\]

\[
\text{WJS-GetOwnProperty-Own}
\]
getOwnPropertyInWorld(x, p, w) = none

parentWorld(w) = none  (WJS-GetOwnProperty-Root)

getOwnProperty(x, p, w) = none

getOwnPropertyInWorld(x, p, w₁) = none

parentWorld(w₁) = w₂

w₂ ≠ none

getOwnProperty(x, p, w₂) = v

getOwnProperty(x, p, w₁) = v  (WJS-GetOwnProperty-Child)

And finally, using the worlds-friendly variant of getOwnProperty defined above, the inference rules that formalize the semantics of lookup in Worlds/JS can be written as follows:

getOwnProperty(x, p, w) = v

v ≠ none

lookup(x, p, w) = v  (WJS-Lookup-Own)

getOwnProperty(x, p, w) = none

parent(x) = none

lookup(x, p, w) = none  (WJS-Lookup-Root)

getOwnProperty(x, p, w) = none

parent(x) = y

y ≠ none

lookup(y, p, w) = v

lookup(x, p, w) = v  (WJS-Lookup-Child)

Note that these rules closely mirror those that describe the semantics of lookup in
Figure 4.5: The property lookup order used when evaluating $x''.p$ in world $w''$ (the notation $\Delta_{x,w}$ represents the properties of $x$ that were modified in $w$).

JavaScript—the only difference is that `getOwnProperty` and `lookup` now both take a world as an additional argument.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the property lookup order that results from the algorithm described above. The solid vertical lines in the diagram indicate `delegates-to` relationships (e.g., object $x'$ delegates to $x$), whereas the solid horizontal lines indicate `is-child-of` relationships (e.g., world $w'$ is a child of $w$). Note that the chain of worlds gets precedence over the object delegation chain; in other words, any relevant “version” of an object may override the properties of the object to which it delegates. This lookup order preserves JavaScript’s copy-on-write delegation semantics, i.e., if $a$ delegates to $b$, and then we assign into $a$’s $p$ property, subsequent changes to $b$’s $p$ property will not affect $a$. So no matter what world a statement is executed in—whether it is the top-level world, or a world that sprouted from another world—it will behave in exactly the same way as it would in “vanilla” JavaScript.

In programming languages that do not support delegation (e.g., Java), the semantics
of property lookup in the presence of worlds can be considered as a special case of the
semantics described in this section in which all prototype chains have length 1, i.e., no
object delegates to any other object.

4.4 Examples

The following examples illustrate some of the applications of worlds. Other obvious
applications (not discussed here) include heuristic search and sand-boxing.

4.4.1 Better Support for Exceptions

In languages that support exception-handling mechanisms (e.g., the try/catch state-
ment), a piece of code is said to be exception-safe if it guarantees not to leave the
program in an inconsistent state when an exception is thrown. Writing exception-safe
code is a tall order, as I illustrate with the following example:

```javascript
try {
  for (var idx = 0; idx < xs.length; idx++)
    xs[idx].update();
} catch (e) {
  // ...
}
```

Our intent is to update every element of `xs`, an array. The problem is that if one of
the calls to `update` throws an exception, some (but not all) of `xs`’ elements will have
been updated. So in the catch block, the program should restore `xs` to its previous
consistent state, in which none of its elements was updated.

One way to do this might be to make a copy of every element of the array before
entering the loop, and in the catch block, restore the successfully-updated elements to
their previous state. In general, however, this is not sufficient since `update` may also
have modified global variables and other objects on the heap. Writing truly exception-safe code is difficult and error-prone.

_Versioning exceptions_ [NJ06] offer a solution to this problem by giving _try/catch_ statements a transaction-like semantics: if an exception is thrown, all of the side effects resulting from the incomplete execution of the _try_ block are automatically rolled back before the _catch_ block is executed. In a programming language that supports worlds and a traditional (non-versioning) _try/catch_ statement, the semantics of versioning exceptions can be implemented as a design pattern. I illustrate this pattern with a rewrite of the previous example:

```javascript
w = thisWorld.sprout();
try {
  in w {
    for (var idx = 0; idx < xs.length; idx++)
      xs[idx].update();
  }
} catch (e) {
  w = null;
  // ...
} finally {
  if (w != null)
    w.commit();
}
```

First, we create a new world _w_ in which to capture the side effects of the _try_ block. If an exception is thrown, we simply discard _w_. Otherwise—if the _try_ block completes successfully—we propagate (commit) the side effects to the "real world". This is done inside a _finally_ block to ensure that the side effects will be propagated even if the _try_ block returns.
4.4.2 Undo for Applications

We can think of the “automatic clean-up” supported by versioning exceptions as a kind of one-level undo. In the last example, we implemented this by capturing the side effects of the try block—the operation we may need to undo—in a new world. The same idea can be used as the basis of a framework that makes it easy for programmers to implement applications that support multi-level undo.

Applications built using this framework are objects that support two operations: perform and undo. Clients use the perform operation to issue commands to the application, and the undo operation to restore the application to its previous state (i.e., the state it was in before the last command was performed). The example below illustrates how a client might interact with a counter application that supports the commands inc, dec, and getCount, for incrementing, decrementing, and retrieving the counter’s value, respectively. (The counter’s value is initially zero.)

```java
counter.perform('inc');
counter.perform('inc');
counter.perform('dec');
counter.undo(); // undo the 'dec' command
print(counter.perform('getCount')); // outputs the no. '2'
```

The interesting thing about our framework is that it allows programmers to implement applications that support multi-level undo for free, i.e., without having to do anything special such as using the command design pattern [GHJ95]. The implementation of the counter application—or rather, a factory of counters—is shown below:
Application = function() { }
Application.prototype = {
  worlds: [thisWorld],
  perform: function(command) {
    var w = this.worlds.last().sprout();
    this.worlds.push(w);
    in w { return this[command](); }
  },
  undo: function() {
    if (this.worlds.length > 0)
      this.worlds.pop();
  },
  flattenHistory: function() {
    while (this.worlds.length > 1) {
      var w = this.worlds.pop();
      w.commit();
    }
  }
};

Figure 4.6: A framework for building applications that support multi-level undo

makeCounter = function() {
  var app = new Application();
  var count = 0;
  app.inc = function() { count++; }
  app.dec = function() { count--; }
  app.getCount = function() { return count; }
  return app;
};

Note that the counter application is an instance of the Application class. Application is our framework; in other words, it is where all of the undo functionality is implemented. Its source code is shown in Figure 4.6.

The state of the application is always accessed in a world that “belongs” to the application. When the application is instantiated, it has only one world. Each time a client issues a command to the application via its perform operation, the method
that corresponds to that command (the one with the same name as the command) is invoked in a new world. This new world is sprouted from the world that holds the previous version of the application’s state (i.e., the one in which the last command was executed). The undo operation simply discards the world in which the last command was executed, effectively returning the application to its previous state. Lastly, the (optional) flattenHistory operation coalesces the state of the application into a single world, which prevents clients from undoing past the current state of the application.

Note that the application’s public interface (the perform and undo methods) essentially models the way in which web browsers interact with online applications, so this technique could be used in a web application framework like Seaside [DLR07].

4.4.3 Extension Methods in JavaScript

In JavaScript, functions and methods are “declared” by assigning into properties. For example,

```javascript
Number.prototype.fact = function() {
  if (this == 0)
    return 1;
  else
    return this * (this - 1).fact();
};
```

adds the factorial method to the Number prototype. Similarly,

```javascript
inc = function(x) { return x + 1 };
```

declares a function called inc. (The left-hand side of the assignment above is actually shorthand for `window.inc`, where `window` is bound to JavaScript’s global object.)

JavaScript does not support modules, which makes it difficult, sometimes even impossible for programmers to control the scope of declarations. But JavaScript’s
declarations are really side effects, and worlds enable programmers to control the scope of side effects. I believe that worlds could serve as the basis of a powerful module system for JavaScript, and have already begun experimenting with this idea.

Take extension methods, for example. In dynamic languages such as JavaScript, Smalltalk, and Ruby, it is common for programmers to extend existing objects/classes (e.g., the \texttt{Number} prototype) with new methods that support the needs of their particular application. This practice is informally known as \textit{monkey-patching} [Bra08].

Monkey-patching is generally frowned upon because, in addition to polluting the interfaces of the objects involved, it makes programs vulnerable to name clashes that are impossible to avoid. Certain module systems, including those of MultiJava [Cli06] and eJava [WSM06], eliminate these problems by allowing programmers to declare \textit{lexically-scoped} extension methods. These must be explicitly imported by the parts of an application that wish to use them, and are invisible to the rest of the application.

The following example shows that worlds can be used to support this form of modularity:

```javascript
ourModule = thisWorld.sprout();
in ourModule {
   Number.prototype.fact = function() { ... };
}
```

The \texttt{factorial} method defined above can only be used inside \texttt{ourModule},

```javascript
in ourModule {
   print((5).fact());
}
```

and therefore does not interfere with other parts of the program.

This idiom can also be used to support \textit{local rebinding}, a feature found in some module systems [BDW03, BDN05, DGL07] that enables programmers to locally replace the definitions of existing methods. As an example, we can change the behavior
of Number’s toString method only when used inside ourModule:

```javascript
in ourModule {
    numberToEnglish = function(n) { ... };
    Number.prototype.toString = function() {
        return numberToEnglish(this);
    };
}
```

and now the output generated by

```javascript
arr = [1, 2, 3];
print(arr.toString());
in ourModule {
    print(arr.toString());
}
```

is

```
[1, 2, 3]
[one, two, three]
```

### 4.4.4 Scoping Methods, not Side Effects

Although the previous set of examples suggests that worlds can be used to implement a module system for JavaScript, it elided an important problem. Consider the following “module”, which extends the Person prototype (not shown) with a new method:

```javascript
ourOtherModule = thisWorld.sprout();
in ourOtherModule {
    Person.prototype.makeOlder = function() {
        this.age = this.age + 1;
    };
}
```

Note that, unlike the methods in the other examples, makeOlder has side effects—namely, it updates the age property of the receiver. This is problematic because
makeOlder can only be invoked from ourOtherModule, and since a world captures all of the side effects that happen inside it, the updated age will not be visible in the top-level world.

Invoking the commit method on ourOtherModule might seem like a good idea, since it would propagate the updated age to the top-level world. Unfortunately, it would also propagate the makeOlder method, which would make the module useless.

A more viable solution to this problem is to add another method to Person—a setter for the age property—that is somehow statically bound to the top-level world. In other words, invocations of setAge should always be evaluated in the top-level world, unlike other methods which are evaluated in whatever world from which they are invoked. We can do this by capturing the top-level world in the method’s closure:

```javascript
Person.prototype.setAge = (function() {
    var w = thisWorld;
    return function(age) {
        in w { this.age = age; }
    }
})();
```

And now we can rewrite makeOlder in ourOtherModule to use the setter method:

```javascript
in ourOtherModule {
    Person.prototype.makeOlder = function() {
        this.setAge(this.age + 1);
    }
}
```

While using “world-bound” setter methods like setAge is somewhat clunky, it does enable modules to contain functions with side effects. One problem remains, however: these side-effectful functions do not interact well with worlds. For example, the side effects of an invocation of makeOlder will not be rolled back as expected if it is used with the versioning exceptions idiom presented in Section 4.4.1. This
is because the assignments performed by our setter method always take place in the
top-level world, rather than in the world from which the module is being used.

A better idiom for dealing with module-local functions that have side effects is
shown in Figure 4.7. This new idiom uses a pair of generic getter and setter methods
that can be used to access and update the properties of any object, and are always eval-
uated in the world from which the module is being used (the “calling world”). The
module’s functionality is no longer accessed directly, using an in statement, but rather
through the useForEvaluating method, which is defined on worlds (modules), i.e.,

```javascript
betterModule.useForEvaluating(function() {
  joe.makeOlder();
});
```

means “execute the statement joe.makeOlder(); inside betterModule”. The
useForEvaluating method saves the calling world in a global variable (in-
side the module that is its receiver) so that it can be accessed by the generic
getter and setter methods. (This global variable is declared implicitly in the
useForEvaluating method by the assignment callingWorld = cw.) Since
the invocation joe.makeOlder() takes place inside betterModule, where
callingWorld is set to the world from which useForEvaluating was called,
makeOlder’s calls to get and set will access/update the receiver (joe) in the calling
world. As a result, makeOlder now interacts nicely with worlds, e.g., makeOlder’s
side effects will be properly rolled back if it is used in a program that uses the version-
ing exceptions idiom.

## 4.5 Case Study: Using Worlds to Improve OMeta

Consider the semantics of OMeta’s ordered choice operator (\(|\). If a match fails while
its first operand is being evaluated, it causes the parser, or more generally, the matcher
Object.prototype.get = function(p) {
    in callingWorld { return this[p]; }
};
Object.prototype.set = function(p, v) {
    in callingWorld { this[p] = v; }
};

World.prototype.useForEvaluating = function(f) {
    var cw = thisWorld;
    in this {
        callingWorld = cw;
        return f();
    }
};

betterModule = thisWorld.sprout();
betterModule {
    Person.prototype.makeOlder = function() {
        this.set("age", this.get("age") + 1);
    }
}

Figure 4.7: A better way to deal with side effects in modules
to automatically backtrack to the appropriate position on the input stream before trying the second operand. We can think of this backtracking as a limited kind of undo that is only concerned with changes to the matcher’s position on the input stream. Other kinds of side effects that can be performed by semantic actions—e.g., destructive updates such as assigning into one of the fields of the matcher object or a global variable—are not undone automatically, which means that the programmer must be specially careful when writing rules with side effects.

To show that worlds can greatly simplify the management of state in backtracking programming languages like OMeta and Prolog, I have implemented a variant of OMeta/JS in which the choice operator automatically discards the side effects of failed alternatives, and similarly, the repetition operator (*) automatically discards the side effects of the last (unsuccessful) iteration. This was surprisingly straightforward: since Worlds/JS is a superset of JavaScript (the language in which OMeta/JS was originally implemented), all I had to do was redefine the methods that implement the semantics of these two operators.

Figures 4.8 (A) and (B) show the original and modified implementations of the ordered choice operator, respectively. Note that the modified implementation sprouts a new world in which to evaluate each alternative, so that the side effects of failed alternatives can easily be discarded. These side effects include the changes to the matcher’s input stream position, and therefore the code that implemented backtracking in the original version (this.input = origInput) is no longer required. Finally, the side effects of the first successful alternative are committed to the parent world (in the finally block).

Similarly, the alternative implementation of the repetition operator (omitted for brevity) sprouts a new world in which to try each iteration, so that the effects of the last (unsuccessful) iteration can be discarded.
// (A) Original implementation of the ordered choice operator
OMeta._or = function() {
    var origInput = this.input;
    for (var idx = 0; idx < arguments.length; idx++) {
        try {
            this.input = origInput;
            return arguments[idx]();
        } catch (f) {
            if (f !== fail)
                throw f;
        }
    }
    throw fail;
};

// (B) Modified implementation of the ordered choice operator
OMeta._or = function() {
    for (var idx = 0; idx < arguments.length; idx++) {
        var ok = true;
        in thisWorld.sprout() {
            try { return arguments[idx]() } catch (f) {
                ok = false;
                if (f !== fail)
                    throw f;
            }
        }
        finally {
            if (ok)
                thisWorld.commit();
        }
    }
    throw fail;
};

Figure 4.8: Implementations of two different semantics for OMeta's ordered choice operator
4.6 Related Work

The idea of treating the program store as a first-class value and more importantly, enabling programmers to take snapshots of the store which could be restored at a later time, first appeared in Johnson and Duggan’s GL programming language [JD88]. This model was later extended by Morrisett to allow the store to be partitioned into a number of disjoint “sub-stores” (each with its own set of variables) that could be saved and restored separately [Mor93].

The main difference between previous formulations of first-class stores and worlds lies in the programming model: whereas first-class stores have until now been presented as a mechanism for manipulating a single store through a save-and-restore interface, worlds enable multiple versions of the store—several “parallel universes”—to co-exist in a single program. This makes worlds a better fit for the experimental programming style that is the topic of this dissertation, and also makes it possible for multiple “experiments” to be carried out in parallel, which I intend to investigate in future work.

In languages that support Software Transactional Memory (STM) [ST95, HMP05], every transaction that is being executed at a given time has access to its own view of the program store that can be modified in isolation, without affecting other transactions. Therefore, like worlds, STM enables multiple versions of the store to co-exist. But while the primary motivation of STM is to provide a simple model for writing multithreaded programs, the goal of my work on worlds is to provide language support for experimental programming. This is the source of a number of differences between the two approaches. Transactions are meant to be short-lived, are implicitly committed to the “real world” (i.e., the persistent store), and look like atomic operations when viewed from the outside. Worlds, on the other hand, are not tied to any particular control structure. A world may exist indefinitely, if it is never committed to its parent,
and can be examined from the outside using the `in` statement (this is useful for implementing heuristic searches). Furthermore, the commit operation for worlds currently does not detect conflicts: when multiple sibling worlds propagate their changes with the commit operation, it is possible that the parent world will be left in an inconsistent state.

Tanter has shown that (implicitly) *contextual values*, i.e., values that vary depending on the context in which they are accessed or modified, can be used to implement a *scoped assignment* construct that enables programmers to control the scope of side effects [Tan08]. Although Tanter’s construct does not support the equivalent of the commit operation on worlds, it is more general than worlds in the sense that it allows any value to be used as a context. However, it is not clear whether this additional generality justifies the complexity that it brings to the programming model. For example, while it is straightforward to modify a group of variables in the context of the current thread (e.g., thread id 382), or the current user (e.g., awarth), it is difficult to reason about the state of the program when both contexts are active, since they need not be mutually exclusive. (This is similar to the semantic ambiguities that are caused by multiple inheritance in object-oriented languages.)

Lastly, a number of mechanisms for synchronizing distributed and decentralized systems (e.g., TeaTime [Ree78, Ree05] and Virtual Time / Time Warp [Jef85]) and optimistic methods for concurrency control [KR81] rely on the availability of a rollback (or undo) operation. As shown in Section 4.4.2, a programming language that supports worlds greatly simplifies the implementation of rollbacks, and therefore could be the ideal platform for building these mechanisms.
4.7 Future Work

I believe that worlds have the potential to provide a tractable programming model for multi-core architectures. As part of the STEPS project [KIO06, KPR07], I intend to investigate the feasibility of an efficient, hardware-based implementation of worlds that will enable the kinds of experiments that might validate this claim. For example, there are many problems in computer science for which there are several known algorithms, each with its own set of performance tradeoffs. In general, it is difficult to tell when one algorithm (or optimization) should be used over another. My hardware-based implementation should make it practical for a program to choose among optimizations simply by sprouting multiple “sibling worlds”—one for each algorithm—and running all of them in parallel. The first one to complete its task would be allowed to propagate its results, and the others would be discarded.

When multiple sibling worlds propagate their side effects using the commit operation, it is possible that the parent world will be left in an inconsistent state. The notion of serializability, in transaction-processing systems, could be used for detecting “collisions” that arise when multiple sibling worlds commit their changes. This in turn could be used to provide a variant of the commit operation that is only carried out when there are no collisions, which would have a number of interesting applications. For example, in a language that supports concurrency, it would enable a transactional memory abstraction to be implemented as a library.

One limitation of worlds is that they only capture the in-memory side effects that happen inside them. Programmers must therefore be careful when executing code that includes other kinds of side effects, e.g., sending packets on the network and obtaining input from the user. It would be interesting to investigate whether some of the techniques used in reversible debuggers such as EXDAMS [Bal69] and IGOR [FB89] can be used to ensure that, for example, when two sibling worlds read a character from
the console, they get the same result.

The (abstract) lookup table shown in Figure 4.2 (B) is indexed by two keys: object tag and property name. While this is sufficient to support worlds in a conventional programming language like JavaScript, certain advanced features may require more keys. In order to directly support module-specific state, for example, we might add a third key to our lookup table that associates each piece of state with a particular module. Similarly, in order to support context-oriented programming (COP) [HCN08], we may want to add a third key to our lookup table that identifies a context. If we want to support both modules and COP, we will need four keys. Therefore it may be interesting to look into supporting an arbitrary number of keys, although this will have to be done carefully in order to avoid over-complicating the programming model.
CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

This dissertation argues that programming languages and constructs designed specifically to support experimentation can substantially simplify the jobs of researchers and programmers alike. I have supported this thesis by targeting two very different kinds of experimentation, namely (i) experimenting with new ideas in the domain of programming language design, and (ii) using experimentation as a programming paradigm.

Of course, a new programming language is not actually helpful unless programmers are compelled to use it, or in the very least, experiment with it enough to truly understand the powerful ideas behind it. I end this dissertation with a few pieces of “marketing advice” for language designers who wish to encourage programmers to do this third kind of experimentation, and seamlessly harness the interest generated by their experiments to build a user community. This advice is based on my experience with the OMeta/JS Workspace Wiki, a framework that enables programmers to experiment with OMeta (or any other language implemented with OMeta, like Worlds/JS) in the convenience of their web browser, without having to install any additional software.

- **Give them a prototype that runs inside the web browser.**

  Conference papers are a good way to introduce a new programming language to a large audience of programmers and researchers. But let’s face it: no matter

\(^1\)Available at http://www.tinlizzie.org/ometa-js/
how novel, useful, and well-designed your language may be, it is not going to captivate everyone. And only a fraction of those who are interested in your language will be interested enough to go through the hassle of downloading and installing your prototype implementation so that they can experiment with it.

By implementing a prototype that runs inside the web browser—one that does not have to be installed—you make it easy for whomever is interested in your language to try it out, which is likely to translate into a larger user community. We can think of the web browser-based prototype as a kind of “gateway drug”: once the programmer is hooked, he will likely graduate to a more conventional (and possibly more robust) implementation.

There are several ways in which a programming language may be prototyped to run inside the web browser. My OMeta/JS implementation, for example, translates OMeta programs to JavaScript code that can be executed directly with the `eval` function. Other alternatives include Java applets, ActionScript / Flash, etc.

- **Eliminate the cumbersome edit-compile-run cycle with a workspace.**

  The traditional edit-compile-run cycle is not conducive to experimentation. For example, it can be frustrating to have to create a test file just to verify an assumption about how the language works. A Smalltalk-style *workspace*—i.e., a text editor that allows code fragments to be evaluated—makes programming a much more interactive (and fun!) activity, and therefore provides a better environment in which to introduce programmers to your language.

- **Give them a place to share their code online.**

  The availability of a medium for users to share interesting examples can be instrumental in building a user community. A great way to do this is to evolve
the workspace discussed above into a wiki. In other words, make it possible for users to save the contents of their workspace sessions, and share them with other users. (In fact, I made my Worlds/JS prototype available as a OMeta/JS Workspace Wiki page.) This kind of wiki also makes it easy for users to create off-shoots of other users’ examples.

The idea of using the workspace as a user interface for exploratory programming inside the web browser, as well as the idea of turning it into a wiki, originated in my colleague Takashi Yamamiya’s JavaScript Workspace [Yam].

- **Keep your prototype implementation simple, and make the source code freely available.**

A prototype implementation that is simple and easy to understand...

- will be read by programmers who wish to attain a deeper understanding of the semantics of your language.

- will be modified by those who want to experiment with variations of the syntax and/or semantics of your language. This can be a valuable source of ideas for future work, and you can encourage it by making the source code to your prototype available using the same workspace-wiki discussed previously.

- will encourage members of the user community to port your language to different platforms. This really works: OMeta has been ported to a number of other languages including C#, Python, Scheme, Lisp, and Factor.

A good way to reach this goal of simplicity, apart from using OMeta, is to embrace the differences between “prototype” and “industrial-quality implementation”. Your prototype does not have to be particularly efficient or robust, it just needs to be good enough to allow programmers to write interesting examples.
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